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Abstract

The aim of this PhD thesis is to extend the capability of the contour method for residual stress measurement in metallic components by resolving two of its main limitations. The contour method involves sectioning a body into two equal parts that have mirror-symmetric geometry, stiffness and residual stress field. The deformations of the cut surfaces introduced by sectioning are then measured. These raw measured data are processed using filtering and smoothing techniques. The last step involves back calculating the residual stress distribution acting out of the cut plane that has been relaxed. This is equal to the original residual stress present at the cut plane before the body was cut. A major limitation of the contour technique is that it is strictly only applicable to flat cuts along a symmetry plane of a body.

Another fundamental assumption in the contour method is that residual stresses re-distribute elastically during the sectioning cut. However, this assumption can be violated if the residual stress magnitude is close to the material yield strength value and lead to plasticity cutting induced errors in the contour method results. Thus another major limitation of the technique is the risk of cutting induced plasticity that can introduce significant stress measurement errors.

This PhD thesis contributes to knowledge in the field through first presenting a novel contour data analysis approach for the more general case of sectioning at an arbitrary plane where the cut parts do not possess mirror-symmetry. This greatly extends the types of structure, and the volume of material within structures, where residual stresses can be measured using the contour method. The second contribution to knowledge is the invention of an incremental contour measurement method involving multiple cuts. This new approach can be applied to sequentially reduce residual stresses in the structure of interest and thereby lower or eliminate the risk of inducing plasticity during cutting and reduce consequent measurement errors. Both new approaches proposed in this PhD thesis are successfully demonstrated through numerical simulation using the finite element method and experimentally on benchmark steel specimens and against neutron diffraction measurements.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Engineering structures are becoming more and more complex nowadays. Any viable engineering project must match the cost optimization and the environmental friendly requirements. To tackle these 21st century challenges, the design of engineering structures must be optimized, especially in relation to structural integrity and safety. Engineers are required to make trade-off decisions about key factors including cost, environmental impact and performance of their products. Although often overlooked, knowledge about residual stresses retained in materials is key information that can be exploited for optimizing the design of engineering structures [1,2,3]. Residual stresses are defined as ‘locked in’ stresses that remain within the material even when the body is not subject to any external load. They are introduced by most manufacturing processes as often evidenced by associated distortion. Residual stresses interact with in-service stresses and can have detrimental or beneficial effects on the performance of engineering components. Compressive residual stresses tend to mitigate the risk of crack propagation. However, often tensile residual stresses play a key role in premature failures of engineering structures [3]. Accurate knowledge of residual stresses introduced into components and structures is increasingly required in order to improve engineering manufacturing and repair processes as well as validating numerical models [4]. Knowledge of the residual stress field locked into structures is also an essential input for lifetime prediction and structural integrity assessments, in particular for safety critical applications [4].

Residual stresses can be introduced within materials by virtually any manufacturing process such as welding [5], casting [6], forging [7], or additive manufacturing [8], and may well change during the life cycle of engineering structures. All residual stresses arise from displacement misfits [1]. These misfits can be at different locations within the material like for example between different phases. Furthermore, these misfits can have different origins such as differential contraction or thermo-mechanical plasticity. Sometimes, residual stresses can be predicted using analytical or numerical models. However, many manufacturing processes are complex for which models predicting residual stress can be inaccurate and prone to uncertainties. Moreover, residual stresses generated during the life cycle of an engineering structure, introduced for example during a weld reparation, can be complex to predict as they can also be influenced by the service history of the engineering structure.

Residual stress measurement tools are becoming increasingly indispensable for manufacturing and demanding applications, for example in the nuclear, aerospace and offshore industries.
Nowadays there is a wide variety of techniques for residual stress measurement [9]. The contour method is one of the youngest but most promising methods for measuring residual stresses. It is based on mechanical strain relief and elastic relaxation of residual stresses upon material removal. The method involves carefully sectioning a body into two halves over a flat mirror-symmetric plane using wire electro discharge machining. The created cut surfaces deform owing to the relaxation of residual stresses. These deformations are measured typically using a coordinate measurement machine and used to back calculate the original residual stresses acting normal to the cut plane using finite element modelling. The contour method has a unique advantage of generating a 2D cross-sectional map of residual stresses over the plane of interest within the component at a relatively cheap cost with equipment available in most workshops [10]. In theory, the contour method is not limited by the size of the component. Moreover, unlike diffraction techniques, the contour method is not sensitive to microstructural variation of materials.

However, the contour method is still young and needs further development to improve its reliability and extend its capability. In particular, application of the contour method in its current form is limited to a planar cut that sections the component into two symmetric halves. A further limitation is that contour method results are not reliable when measuring residual stresses close to the yield strength of the material due to risk of introducing plasticity during cutting that violates the elastic stress relaxation assumption of the contour method. This PhD thesis aims to address these two limitations.

The research explores approaches for analysing displacement data generated by introducing a contour cut at an arbitrary cross-section in a body producing asymmetric cut parts. Asymmetry of the stress, geometry and stiffness of the cut parts is considered. Secondly, an incremental contour measurement method involving multiple cuts is proposed where residual stresses in the structure of interest are sequentially reduced by successive cuts. This novel approach has the potential to lower or eliminate the risk of inducing plasticity during cutting and thereby reduce consequent measurement errors. Both new approaches proposed in this PhD thesis are successfully demonstrated through numerical simulation using the finite element method and experimentally on benchmark steel specimens and against neutron diffraction measurements.
1.2 Thesis layout
A literature review related to the research studies is presented in chapter 2, which concludes by outlining the methodology used in the thesis. Chapter 3 deals with the first limitation of the contour residual stress measurement method relating to the use of symmetric planar cuts. A new data analysis approach is developed and validated to extend the application of the contour method to cuts made at any location in a component. The proposed data analysis approach for asymmetric contour cuts is further explored in Chapter 4 and its limitations and scope of application discussed. Chapter 5 deals with the second limitation of the contour method; that is when plasticity occurs during cutting owing to the presence of residual stresses of high magnitude. A new approach called the incremental Contour Method (iCM) is proposed and applied to a case example with detailed discussion of the results arising. Chapter 6 draws together and discusses the main contributions to knowledge of this thesis, drawing together overall conclusions and providing some suggestions for future work. A bibliography is provided at the end of this thesis.
Chapter 2: Literature review

2.1 Introduction to residual stress and measurement techniques

2.1.1 Residual stress
Residual stresses are defined as self-balanced internal stresses that remain within a body in the absence of external loading [3]. Residual stress investigation has applications in various fields including biological [11] [12] [13] [14] and engineering structures, but this thesis is concerned only with the latter one. Residual stresses are generated from displacement misfits within the material or body [3]. Any engineering process can potentially introduce residual stress in a body [15] either during the initial manufacturing stage or during the service life. For example overloaded engineering structures [9] may retain residual stress even at rest [16].

Residual stresses can be categorized in three main types according to the length scale at which the stresses self-equilibrate. Macro residual and micro residual stresses are schematically illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 Different examples of process originating misfits which generate macro residual and micro residual stresses. In each case the left side illustrates the process, the misfit is indicated in the middle and the generated residual stress distribution is illustrated on the right [3].
The first type is macro stress and equilibrates within the body over a length-scale range much larger than the grain size. There are at least four main ways to generate macro residual stresses [1]. Through the interaction between mis-fitting parts within an assembly, for example riveted plates (if one considers a complete riveted plate as an assembly), chemically introduced (for example arising from the nitriding process), thermally generated (for example via welding components), and plastically induced (for example by the shot-peening process) misfits between different regions within one part. The second type of stress (termed micro stress or intergranular stress) balances over a length-scale comparable to the size of the grain structure, and can be generated by different means such as thermal loading and plasticity. Multiphase materials often ‘host’ this second type of stress. The third type of stress balances over a length-scale smaller than the characteristic length-scale of the microstructure. The third type of stress can be generated by dislocations for example. This thesis is concerned with macro residual stress, as it is the most important type of stress for engineering applications. For example, it controls distortion during manufacture, affects fatigue life, influences susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking, creep crack growth, hydrogen embrittlement and fracture [15].

Detailed knowledge of the residual stress distribution within a component is required to undertake structural integrity assessments for safety critical plant. For example in the R6 defect assessment procedure [4], which is widely used in nuclear industry for structural integrity assessment, requires the contribution of residual stress to be taken into account.

Numerical methods are increasingly being used to simulate manufacturing processes and predict residual stresses [17][18]. However, reliable prediction of the residual stress distribution within the material is a difficult task when engineering processes used in manufacturing components are complex [19] [20]. For example, welding computational mechanics [21] [22] can give widely varying results [23][24][25][26][27]. Where results from such analyses need to be used in safety assessments the R6 procedure insists that simulations must be validated by measurements ([4] section III-15). There are several techniques available for measuring residual stresses.
2.1.2 Measurement techniques

Residual stress measurement techniques can be classified into three main categories: non-destructive, semi-destructive and destructive techniques [9] as shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2 Residual stress measurement methods in steel [28]. Courtesy of Foroogh Hosseinzadeh, The Open University, UK.

Non-destructive techniques allow the measured component to be used after the measurement. The most widely used methods in engineering applications are diffraction techniques. Among diffraction methods, X-ray diffraction [29] is feasible in laboratories and is portable for in-situ measurements, whereas neutron diffraction (ND) and synchrotron X-ray diffraction are only available at Central Facilities such as the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, a world-leading centre for research in the physical and life sciences at the STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory near Oxford in the United Kingdom [30].

The main advantage of the ND method is its capability of measuring the full residual stress tensor including stress gradient within the body of a component. In fact, it is possible to measure high stress gradients by reducing the size of the ND gauge volume to around 1 mm by adjusting the irradiated area on the sample and the field of views of the detectors using slits or collimators. However, the technique is sensitive to microstructural variations and is not suitable for near to surface measurements. In fact, when the gauge volume is only partially immersed in the material this generates pseudo strain errors [31]. Other disadvantages are that the ND
method is only applicable to crystalline materials, components have to be taken to large specialist facilities as mentioned above, and the penetration depth is limited [2]. More details about the ND method are presented in the next section as this technique is used for validating the novel contour method approaches developed during this PhD project.

Mechanical relaxation (strain relaxation) methods are categorised as either semi-destructive or destructive residual stress measurement methods. All the mechanical strain relief techniques involve machining part of the material away, measuring the strain or deformation associated with material removal and assuming strict elastic relaxation of residual stresses [32]. However, when the magnitude of residual stresses is high relative to the yield strength of the material, some stress relaxation by plasticity may occur as material is removed which violates the elastic relaxation assumption. This introduces a so-called ‘plasticity error’ in the measured value of residual stress determined by the mechanical strain relief method. Understanding and controlling plasticity errors has been a longstanding concern for many residual stress measurement practitioners.

Semi-destructive mechanical strain relief techniques allow the component to be used after a residual stress measurement has been done if effective reparation can be achieved. The principal semi-destructive techniques [9] are surface centre hole drilling, and deep hole drilling (DHD) methods. The incremental centre hole drilling (ICHD) measures near surface residual stresses within 1-2 mm below the surface [33]. It involves drilling a small hole and measuring the relaxed strains using specially designed strain gauges. It only measures in-plane stresses along a line profile. The method is cost effective and the equipment is portable so the measurement can be done in-situ.

The principal destructive techniques [9] are slitting and the contour method. The main advantages of the slitting method are its high repeatability and insensitivity to material microstructure. However, the main limitation of the slitting method is that it measures one stress component averaged across the thickness of the sample.

This thesis focuses on the contour method which is a promising technique, still under development, for residual stress measurement [10]. The minimum penetration of the contour method is about 0.5 mm below the surface of the body because near surface measurements are error prone as detailed later (Figure 2-2). The maximum penetration depth for the technique is 600 mm as this is currently the maximum section size for wire electrical discharge machining. One unique advantage of this method is its ability to generate 2D cross-sectional maps of
residual stress over the plane of interest at a relatively cheap cost [9]. Unlike diffraction methods, the contour method is not sensitive to microstructure of materials [34]. Nonetheless the main limitations of the contour method are that it is a destructive method, its uncertainty increases near the specimen’s surfaces [9], only one component of the stress tensor can be measured [35], and the body must be cut across a mirror-symmetry plane. Moreover, like all mechanical relaxation methods, the contour method can be susceptible to plasticity induced residual stress measurement errors.

2.2 Neutron diffraction method

Neutron diffraction is a well-established technique for measuring residual stress [36] which has been used as an independent method to validate the contour method research measurement results presented later in this thesis. Hence a more detailed overview of the technique is given here. Neutrons can penetrate deep into engineering materials (a few centimetres), when the neutron wavelength is of the same order as the lattice spacing of the material being measured [37], and achieve a spatial resolution better than one millimetre for some steels [2].

Generating neutrons

Neutrons are generated in nuclear reactors or by spallation sources. In nuclear reactors, Uranium atoms are split which leads to a continuous radiation of neutrons. A monochromator is then used to obtain a continuous monochromatic neutron beam. In spallation sources neutrons are generated by bombarding high energy accelerated protons into a target made from elements having a heavy nucleus such as Tungsten, Uranium and Tantalum. This generates a pulsed beam of neutrons having different wavelengths. Spallation sources, also referred to as pulsed sources, use time-of-flight diffractometers to measure lattice spacings [33]. When a monochromatic neutron beam is used for residual stress measurement a single lattice reflection is obtained while a polychromatic beam from a pulsed source gives a full or partial diffraction spectrum [38]. Hence pulsed sources are more attractive than reactor ones in that multiple diffraction peaks can be simultaneously analysed. In fact, the complete or partial diffraction pattern from a pulsed source can be analysed using a multi-peak fitting such as Rietveld [39] or Pawley [40] refinements. The most effective and attractive way to generate neutrons is fusion but this technique is still under development.
Bragg’s law

The theory of neutron diffraction measurement is based on Bragg’s law given by Equation 2-1 and illustrated in Figure 2-3.

\[ \lambda_{hkl} = 2d_{hkl} \sin \theta \]  
Equation 2-1

Where \( \lambda \) is the neutron wavelength, \( d \) is the lattice spacing, \( \theta \) is the Bragg scattering angle and \( hkl \) are Miller’s indices.

The incident beams (see “1”, “2” and “3” in Figure 2-3) of wavelength \( \lambda \) are diffracted if they pass through a crystal with lattice plane \( hkl \) of spacing \( d \) similar to the wavelength of the incident neutrons. The diffracted beams (see “1’”, “2’” and “3’” in Figure 2-3) create an angle equal to \( 2\theta \) with the incident beams.

![Figure 2-3 Illustration of Bragg’s law for diffraction techniques](image)

The lattice spacing \( d_{hkl} \) is sensitive to the stress state in the material. A change of lattice spacing \( d_{hkl} \) results in a shift in the diffracted peaks during neutron diffraction measurement. Hence any change of stress state within the sample can be detected by comparing the lattice spacing of its material before and after the change.

Stress free lattice parameter

In the neutron diffraction technique, the measured lattice spacing in a material is compared to a reference value where the material is assumed to be stress-free. The difference between the
two states is used as an input to calculate the residual stress retained in the material. Hence measuring this reference value, called the stress free lattice parameter \((d_0)\), is of paramount importance in the neutron diffraction stress measurement technique [41]. In fact, the final results are very sensitive to the values of \(d_0\) used in the calculations [42]. Measurements of the \(d_0\) value [43] can be done at a remote position (far field assumption) known to contain negligible stress, on a stress-free powder or filings that are representative of the material being measured and on stress-free reference cubes or combs extracted from the specimen. Alternative approaches to the direct measurement of \(d_0\) [38] can be to apply force/moment balance or impose a zero stress condition perpendicular to a free surface to calculate the value of \(d_0\). Assessing the value of \(d_0\) in weldments can be challenging [44] as there may be a variation of the \(d_0\) value at different locations within a weld and the area around it due to the variation of the material microstructure. Once a value of lattice spacing and a relevant stress free lattice parameter are obtained, strain and stress can be calculated.

**Strain and stress calculation**

The strain calculation is given by Equation 2-2.

\[
\varepsilon_i = \frac{d_i - d_{i0}}{d_{i0}} \quad \text{Equation 2-2}
\]

Where \(\varepsilon\) is the strain acting in direction \(i\), \(d_i\) is the stressed lattice spacing along direction \(i\), and \(d_{i0}\) is the stress-free lattice parameter along direction \(i\).

Then stress is calculated from strain using Hooke’s law [45] given by Equation 2-3.

\[
\sigma_{xx} = \frac{E}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \left[ (1 - \nu)\varepsilon_{xx} + \nu(\varepsilon_{yy} + \varepsilon_{zz}) \right]
\]

\[
\sigma_{yy} = \frac{E}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \left[ (1 - \nu)\varepsilon_{yy} + \nu(\varepsilon_{xx} + \varepsilon_{zz}) \right]
\]

\[
\sigma_{zz} = \frac{E}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \left[ (1 - \nu)\varepsilon_{zz} + \nu(\varepsilon_{yy} + \varepsilon_{xx}) \right] \quad \text{Equation 2-3}
\]
Where $\sigma_{xx}$, $\sigma_{yy}$ and $\sigma_{zz}$ are the stresses acting in directions $x$, $y$ and $z$, respectively. $E$ is the crystallographic Young’s modulus. $v$ is Poisson’s ratio of the material. $\varepsilon_{xx}$, $\varepsilon_{yy}$ and $\varepsilon_{zz}$ are the strains acting in directions $x$, $y$ and $z$, respectively.

**Neutron diffraction facilities**

Various international neutron diffraction facilities are currently used for residual stress measurement including the Institut Laue at Langevin (ILL) in France and ANSTO [46] in Australia which are reactor sources. Examples of spallation sources are the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) in Switzerland and the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source in the UK. Neutron beam time was awarded for the Engin-X instrument [47] at the ISIS Facility for validating the novel contour method developed during this PhD project (see later chapters).

### 2.3 The contour method

The contour method involves carefully cutting a body into two mirror symmetric parts. Then the deformations on the cut surfaces, assumed to be due to the relaxation of residual stress acting on the cut plane, are measured, analysed, and used to back calculate the original residual stress distribution prior to the cut [35].

#### 2.3.1 Theory of the contour method

The contour method theory is based on a variation of Bueckner’s elastic superposition principle [48]. Bueckner states that the residual stress along a plane of interest in a body (see ‘Step A’ in Figure 2-4) is equal to the superposition of the stress fields when the part is cut (see ‘Step B’ in Figure 2-4) and when the opposite of the original stress along the plane is applied on the cut faces (see ‘Step C’ in Figure 2-4). This principle was illustrated by Paris [49] and Barenblatt [50].
Prime [35] proposed a variation of that principle where the displacements on the cut faces are measured in Step B (see Figure 2-4). Then the negative of the measured displacement “contour” is applied as a boundary condition in Step C (see Figure 2-4). The main difference between the original Bueckner’s principle and Prime’s approach is that Prime proposes to apply displacements instead of stress boundary conditions in Step C.

The principle of the contour method [35] is illustrated in Figure 2-5 [51].
As mentioned above the original stress field within the body (Step A in Figure 2-5) is perturbed through introducing a symmetrical planar cut. As a result, the cut surfaces distort releasing the macro residual stresses acting normal to the cut plane (Step B in Figure 2-5). Then the deformed cut surface is forced back to its original flat shape (Step C in Figure 2-5). Step C involves calculating the resulting change in stress due to the cut.

The original residual stress distribution within the specimen in A (in Figure 2-5) is equal to the sum of the remaining residual stress after the symmetrical cut of the body in B (in Figure 2-5) and the released stress on the cut surface in C (Figure 2-5). Therefore the stress field resulting from the superposition of the stress distribution after the cut was processed in B (in Figure 2-5) with the change in stress field from C (Figure 2-5) is equivalent to the original residual stresses distribution prior to the cut in A (Figure 2-5) [52]:

\[
\sigma^A(x, y, z) = \sigma^B(x, y, z) + \sigma^C(x, y, z),
\]

Equation 2-4
Where $\sigma$ refers to the entire stress tensor and the super-scripts refer to the steps illustrated in Figure 2-5.

The remaining stresses (Step B in Figure 2-5) through the entire cut part are not known. As such one cannot obtain the entire stress tensor throughout the body. However the normal ($\sigma$) and shear ($\tau$) stresses acting on the cut surface: $\sigma_x^B$, $\tau_{xy}^B$ and $\tau_{xz}^B$ must be zero due to the free surface boundary condition. Therefore:

$$\sigma_x^B(0, y, z) = \tau_{xy}^B(0, y, z) = \tau_{xz}^B(0, y, z) = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2-5}

Where $\sigma_x, \tau_{xy}, \tau_{xz}$ refers to components of the stress tensor and the super-scripts refers to the steps illustrated in Figure 2-5.

Hence, from Equation 2-4 and Equation 2-5:

$$\sigma_x^A(0, y, z) = \sigma_x^C(0, y, z) \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2-6}$$

$$\tau_{xy}^A(0, y, z) = \tau_{xy}^C(0, y, z),$$

$$\tau_{xz}^A(0, y, z) = \tau_{xz}^C(0, y, z)$$

Where $\sigma_x, \tau_{xy}, \tau_{xz}$ refer to components of the stress tensor and the super-scripts refer to the steps illustrated in Figure 2-5.

However, in practice, one can only measure displacements normal to the cut surface. The in-plane displacements associated with the release of shear stresses are not measured. Therefore, the contour method can measure normal stress to the cut surface only. If shear stresses on the cut plane are zero then Step C (Figure 2-5) correctly calculates the normal stresses. In the general case, where there are shear stresses on the cut surface, one only needs to average the
surface deformations or the two mating cut surfaces to cancel out the effect of shear stress. The shear stresses acting on the cut surfaces are illustrated in Figure 2-6.

![Figure 2-6 Schematic view of the surface tractions acting on the cut surfaces (normal to the direction \( n_x \)). The normal tractions \( T_x \) are symmetric whereas the shear tractions \( T_y \) are asymmetric [35].](image)

\( T_x \) is the surface traction equivalent to releasing the normal stress and \( T_y \) is the surface traction equivalent to releasing the shear stress. As can be observed, the normal traction \( T_x \) is symmetric about the cut plane while the transverse traction \( T_y \) is asymmetric. As such, the released shear residual stress generates asymmetric displacements on the cut surfaces [52] as illustrated in Figure 2-6. Averaging the displacements from the opposing cut surfaces cancels out the shear stress effect [35] whilst giving a more accurate contour method measurement of stresses acting normal to the cut plane.

There are three main assumptions inherent to the contour method for residual stress measurement [35]:

a. The stress relaxation process is strictly elastic.

b. The cutting process doesn’t introduce significant additional stress to affect the measured displacement.

c. The cut removes a constant width of material from the original specimen without any re-cutting of the previous cut faces.

The first two assumptions (a and b) must be satisfied for the superposition principle described above to apply. These two assumptions are common to most mechanical relaxation methods for residual stress measurement [9] and have been studied extensively [53] (although the cutting method for other techniques is not the same). The third assumption c is specific to the contour method [52]. Any violation of the three assumptions listed above generates errors in the contour method results [51] and will be explored later in the thesis.
2.3.2 Experimental procedure for the contour method

**Step 1: Cutting the sample**

The cut step is crucial for the contour method as it has considerable impact on the quality and accuracy of the results. The ideal cut has zero width and does not introduce additional stress in the material [54].

The technology that matches best those two assumptions is wire electrical discharge machining (EDM) [55]. In fact, wire EDM is a non-contact cutting technique [56] that vaporizes the material being cut through electrical arc discharges [57] [58]. The specimen being cut is submerged in dielectric liquid, usually de-ionized water. Thus a thin layer of dielectric liquid is separating the EDM wire from the specimen which avoids short circuiting [59]. The wire is running from an upper guide to a lower guide traversing the specimen through its thickness (see Figure 2-7).

Prime et al [51] asserts that the contour cut using EDM wire must not recut previously cut surfaces, no plasticity [60] must occur at the cut tip, the cut width must be constant, and the stiffness of the part affected by the stress relaxation must be mirror-symmetric with respect to the cut plane.

![Figure 2-7 Schematic view of a sample cut using wire EDM](image)

However, cutting artefacts may occur during the contour cut [61]. Also the clamping configuration of the work piece during the contour cut [62] may have a significant impact on the quality of the cut surface and the contour method measurement results. The errors in contour method residual stress measurement due to cutting artefacts and the measures suggested by various practitioners to minimize and correct the errors [51] will be discussed later.
Step 2: Measuring the cut surface topography

The aim of the surface contour measurement step is to obtain the displacements due to the assumed elastic relaxation of residual stresses after the cut. This measured displacement is processed and used to calculate the original distribution of residual stresses prior to the cut. The perimeter of the cut surfaces is also measured and used in the data analysis step as will be discussed later.

Various tools can be used to measure the topography of surfaces [49], but for the contour method coordinate measuring machines (CMM) [58] are most widely used. The CMM is linked to a computer where the raw data from the CMM are processed through specially adapted software. Various sensors can be ‘plugged-in’ to the CMM machine to measure the specimen’s deformation [63], including touch probes (see Figure 2-8) and laser based sensors (for example a triangulation laser, see Figure 2–9, [64]).

![Figure 2-8 Illustration of an example of a touch probe stylus and a reference spherical artefact [63].](image)

![Figure 2-9 Schematic view of surface topography measurement using triangulation laser sensor, adapted from [64].](image)

The working principle of the touch probe system is that when the stylus ball touches the specimen, the coordinates of the stylus tip are recorded. The stylus tip of a touch probe has a spherical shape and is made from ruby. The diameter of the stylus tip can vary from 1mm to 8mm [65]. The choice of the stylus tip diameter is sometimes important as a large diameter tends to smooth the surface topography [66] and this can be significant when the length-scale of the residual stress distribution being measured is small. Other limitations of the touch probe...
sensor include the possibility of indenting the cut surfaces and wear of the stylus tip during the measurement.

The principle of the triangulating laser sensor is that the emitted laser beam hits the target surface topography measurement location and is reflected back and measured by a charge-coupled device (CCD) array enabling the surface position (distance from probe) to be calculated. The spatial resolution of triangulating laser sensors is higher than touch probes. Also triangulation laser sensors allow surface topography measurement near the edge of the cut surface to be done. Moreover, the speed of data acquisition is faster using triangulation laser sensors than with touch probes. Laser probe systems are more sensitive to the quality of surface finishing than touch probe, although surface measurements made by laser sensors tend to be noisier than those measured using touch probes. But the main limitation of the laser triangulation sensor is that it cannot measure dark or highly reflective surfaces.

**Step 3: Data analysis**

The aim of the data analysis step is to process displacement measurements (i.e. the deformation “contour”) of the cut surfaces. Then this processed displacement contour is used to back calculate the original residual stresses that were present over the cut plane of interest prior to the contour cut. The measured perimeter of the cut surfaces, as mentioned earlier, is also used to facilitate the data analysis. The key sub-steps of data analysis [61] are detailed below.

*Mirroring and aligning the two sets of data*

As mentioned earlier the surface contour of the two cut surfaces is averaged to remove the effect of shear stresses and possible asymmetric cutting artefacts. However, the two cut surfaces are measured in two different coordinate systems. In order to average the two measured contour displacements point by point, the two sets of data must be in the same coordinate system. Hence one set of data is mirrored about the Y axis (see ‘Mirroring’ in Figure 2-10), then rotated and translated in the XY plane in order to get the two data sets aligned in one common coordinate system (see ‘Alignment’ in Figure 2-10). The measured perimeters of the cut parts are used to align the two data sets [67].
Interpolating the two data sets into a common grid

During the surface topography measurement, positioning uncertainties across the XY plane arise owing to instability of the measurement instrument (usually a CMM), or caused by other sources such as the misalignment of the cut surfaces [68]. These uncertainties may result in a mismatch between the locations of the points measured on the cut surfaces. This mismatch between the measured points cloud on the mating cut surfaces is tackled by interpolating the two data sets onto a common grid.

Extrapolating the data to the cut surface perimeter

The measurement of displacement near the edge of the cut surface can be prone to error [68]. In addition, cutting artefacts may occur near the edge of the cut surface as will discussed later. Moreover, measurement close to the edge of the cut surface is often not practical. However, the displacement contour across the entire cut surface including up to the perimeter has to be defined for the stress back calculation step. The missing data is dealt with by extrapolating the measured profile to the perimeter. The “measured” residual stresses calculated from extrapolated data have to be interpreted with caution and are often not reported.

Averaging the displacement contours of the two cut surfaces

Displacements caused by stress relaxation acting normal to the cut plane are mirror-symmetric across the cut plane [51], (see Figure 2-11), for mirror-symmetric stiffness and restraint conditions during cutting. On the contrary shear stresses, or cutting artefacts (as mentioned earlier) can cause asymmetric displacements (Figure 2-11). Averaging the contour displacements of the two cut surfaces can cancel the effect of shear stresses and asymmetric
cutting artefacts (although cutting artefacts can also cause symmetric errors as will be discussed later).

The arithmetic average of the contour displacements on the two cut surfaces is given by:

$$U_{Average}(x, y) = \frac{U_{Left}(x, y) + U_{Right}(x, y)}{2},$$

Equation 2-7

Where $U_{Average}(x, y)$ refers to the displacement averaged at location $(x,y)$ on the cut surface, $U_{Left}$ refers to the displacement on one of the cut surfaces, and $U_{Right}$ refers to the displacement on the opposing cut surface. The averaged displacement $U_{Average}$ is obtained after translation and rotation of displacements on one of the cut surfaces with regards to the mating cut surface.

Cleaning the raw contour displacements data

At this stage evident ‘outliers’, which refers to the data clearly isolated from the main underlying features of surface deformation (see Figure 2-12), are removed. This subjective step is sometimes referred to as “data cleaning”.
The reference plane, related to the zero position within the measured contour displacement data set, is defined arbitrarily. In fact, the zero position is defined as an average of the whole data set. Therefore, the reference plan is located in the middle of the measured points cloud.

![Example of outliers in the raw data](image-url)

Figure 2-12 Illustration of outlier and main raw data. The colors refer to different displacement magnitudes.

**Smoothing the data sets**

Surface contour measurement data include inherent noise. The noise is undesired data that can be generated by different sources such as for example dust on the measured locations, surface roughness, or measurement instrument errors. The noise is amplified during the stress back calculation and therefore must be dealt with prior to the stress analysis step of the contour method. As such the averaged and cleaned data needs to be smoothed whilst capturing the main features of the surface deformation. Hence smoothing the data is necessary. Different smoothing methods can be used for the contour method. The most common smoothing methods used are polynomial fitting [69], bivariate Fourier series [70], and two dimensional splines [68]. Prime et al [68] reported that smoothing using the Fourier series method may fail to capture important features on a surface topography during a contour method measurement. Two dimensional spline smoothing is the most widely used smoothing method for the contour displacement data analysis. A spline is a mathematical function defined on intervals between data points. Each interval is bounded by ‘knots’. The spline function must be continuous in
particularly at each knot. The spacing between the knots defining the spline and the order of the mathematical function are important parameters impacting the smoothing results. A coarse knot spacing over-smoothes the data whereas a fine knot spacing tends to under-smoothe the data. The knot spacing parameter value is often chosen subjectively, that is according to the judgement of the practitioner based on the difference between the raw data and the fitted interpolation function [71].

A more objective approach would be to optimize the knot spacing based on the resultant error in the residual stress measurement result. Prime et al [68] suggested to incrementally increase the knot spacing within a specific range (see Figure 2-13).

![Figure 2-13 Example showing incremental refinement of knots for the smoothing splines.](image)

Then for each increment nodal residual stresses are extracted from the finite element (FE) model used for the back calculation of residual stresses. The standard deviation (STD) of the residual stress results between each two successive increments is given by Equation 2-8:

\[
\partial \sigma(i, j) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} |\sigma(i, j) - \sigma(i, j - 1)|,
\]

Equation 2-8

Where \(\sigma(i, j)\) is the stress at node i using a spline j, j-1 refers to previous coarser smoothing spline solution.

Finally the global stress uncertainty is given by Equation 2-9:
\[ \overline{\sigma}(j) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sigma(i,j)^2} , \quad \text{Equation 2-9} \]

Where \( n \) is the number of finite element nodes on the cut surface in the model.

The optimum knot spacing is chosen based on the minimum averaged uncertainty in the calculated stresses using Equation 2-9. This approach is more objective since the optimal knot spacing is chosen as the one minimizing the error in the computed residual stresses. However, this approach can be time consuming, since the back calculation of stresses using FE analysis must be processed for each increment of knot spacing parameter.

**Step 4: Back calculation of stresses**

For the stress back-calculation a three dimensional FE model of one of the cut parts is created. Only one half of the specimen is modelled because the specimen is cut symmetrically. The back calculation of stresses involves forcing back the deformed topology of the cut surface to its assumed original flat shape. However, for convenience the cut part is modelled having a flat cut surface. Then the reversed contour displacements are applied as boundary conditions on the modelled flat cut surface. Because the surface deformations are small in comparison with engineering components dimensions and the FE model is elastic, having a flat cut surface as starting point for the analysis doesn’t impact the back calculation of residual stress results.

The elastic material properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) are used as input to the FE model. The material is assumed to have isotropic behaviour. It was assumed that the Young’s modulus value was the same at the parent and weld regions in the material as no filler metal was used in the autogenous welding process.

The mesh is usually generated by linear 8-nodes or quadratic 20-nodes elements with reduced integration. The FE element size must not induce additional smoothing of the contour displacement. Hosseinzadeh et al [54] asserts that the element size must be smaller than one quarter of the knot spacing used for the smoothing model.

Minimal constraints must be applied to the FE model to avoid perturbing the stress distribution resulting from the applied displacement boundary conditions, but must stop rigid body motion. Figure 2-14 shows an example of constrained translations in Z and Y directions in order to prevent rigid body motion.
Linear elastic stress analysis is then performed to generate a two dimensional map of residual stresses acting normal to the plan of the cut (see Figure 2-15).

Figure 2-14 Example of a deformed view of a finite element model, after contour displacements were applied as boundary conditions on the cut surface. Additional constraints preventing rigid body motion are also illustrated. Adapted from [35].

Figure 2-15 Example of two dimensional map of residual stresses acting normal to the plane of the cut in the contour method [72].

Recently analytical solutions have been proposed as a new alternative to the FE method for back calculation of stresses [73]. In this approach the displacements are applied as boundary
conditions in basic geometries for example a semi-infinite strip or finite rectangle. Analytical solutions for back calculation of residual stresses are derived for both plane stress (where the stress state can be represented by a tensor of dimension 2) and plain strain (where the strain state can be represented by a tensor of dimension 2) conditions. The results of residual stress measurement using this new ‘analytical contour method’ were validated against ‘conventional contour method’ and neutron diffraction measurements and very good correlation was found between the three approaches [73]. The new alternative analytical solutions for back calculation of stresses removes the dependency of the contour method on the FE method. However, the approach is limited to simple rectangular shapes.

2.3.3 Fracture surface approach for the contour method

The contour method can be also adapted to measure residual stress on a fractured specimen [74]. The main difference between this ‘fracture surface method’ and the conventional contour method is that the specimen is not cut using wire EDM rather the two parts were separated as a result of a brittle fracture. The fracture surface method can provide valuable information about residual stress for forensic failure analysis. Prime et al. [75] invented this new approach and validated it numerically and experimentally. A 7000 series aluminium alloy forging specimen was fractured into two parts having similar sizes. The brittle type of fracture ensured that relaxation of residual stress along the fracture path was elastic in nature. Then the displacements normal to the fractures faces were measured and averaged. The fractured faces would perfectly match if no residual stress was relaxed along the fracture path. Hence the mismatch between the mating faces was used to back-calculate the original residual stress that was present prior to the specimen fracture. This approach was successfully extended by Oliveira et al. [76] to measure the residual shear stress in addition to the direct residual stress acting normal to the fracture path on the specimen. The shear stress components were obtained by measured the relaxed in-plane displacements using digital image correlation (DIC) [77]. Then the negatives of both the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements were applied as boundary conditions during the back-calculation step [74].

2.3.4 Uncertainties and errors related to the contour method

There are various sources of uncertainties and errors associated with each step of the contour method including cutting the work piece, surface measurement, data analysis and back
calculation of residual stresses. However, in this section the focus will be on plasticity induced errors associated with the cutting step of the contour method that is directly relevant to the investigative work of this thesis.

**Cutting errors**

As mentioned earlier an ideal contour cut doesn’t introduce additional stress within the material, has zero width, is planar, doesn’t recut previously cut surfaces and any surface deformation arising is entirely due to the elastic release of residual stress.

However, in practice the contour cut deviates from the ideal conditions described above and therefore can introduce errors in the measured contour method residual stress results. In fact, additional cutting artefacts such as wire breakages may occur and introduce other errors in the residual stress measurement results. Cutting errors are categorized as symmetric or antisymmetric geometric features in the topography of the created cut surfaces. The sources of cutting errors can be either stress dependent or stress independent.

The main sources of symmetric and asymmetric errors are summarized in Figure 2-16.

![Diagram summarizing the main sources of cutting errors.](image)

Asymmetric errors cancel out when the contour displacements of the cut surfaces are averaged during the data analysis step. In contrast symmetric errors don’t cancel out and introduce errors in the results of the contour method. Therefore, symmetric errors are problematic for the contour method. As shown in Figure 2-16 symmetric errors are either stress dependent or could be introduced due to the nature of wire EDM process.
Hosseinzadeh et al [54] have discussed extensively EDM related symmetric cutting artefacts and suggested measures to mitigate them. The two main symmetric errors owing to the stress state in the material are the ‘bulge error’ [51] (related to the violation of the assumption of a constant cut width during the cutting step) and the ‘plasticity error’ [51].

**Bulging error**

Sometimes during cutting, the material in the remaining ligament can be elastically stretched or compressed due to residual stress redistribution associated with previous cutting increments [51]. This can change the width of the material cut, although the nominal cutting frame is still assumed to be constant (see Figure 2-17). Hence, during the back-calculation step, where the deformed cut faces are forced back to their assumed flat nominal shape, errors can arise in the contour method results [78]. This so-called ‘bulging’ error can be assessed and corrected for using an iterative FE approach first proposed by Prime [51]. In his approach Prime [51] maps the back-calculated stresses into a two dimensional FE model of the sample. Then the cut is simulated by removing elements incrementally along the cut line. The displacements are recorded and used to estimate the bulge error. Hence the measured contour displacements can be corrected using the estimated bulge error and whole approach is repeated until the back-calculated stresses converge.

![Figure 2-17 Illustration of the bulging error in the contour method [51].](image-url)
Plasticity error

While the specimen is being cut by wire EDM, the residual stresses along and normal to the cut plane are rebalancing in reaction to the new boundary conditions (free cut surfaces where the cut has been done). Also stress concentration develops at the cut tip. The accumulated localised stresses can cause yielding if the stress magnitude is high enough. If significant yielding occurs (i.e. the yielding zone expands sufficiently far from the cut tip,) this violates the contour method assumption of elastic stress relaxation and will introduce errors in the measured residual stress results. For example, Mahmoudi et al [79] reported that residual stress measurements using the contour method showed plasticity effects. Plasticity errors in contour residual stress measurement results can give a distorted distribution and reduce the magnitude of tensile peaks [79].

Wire EDM cutting is similar to introducing an edge crack into a body. Based on the concept of fracture mechanics the stress field as well as plastic zone size ahead of the cut tip can be characterized using the mode I stress intensity factor (SIF) [80]. Hence, the severity of stress at the cut tip (SIF) can be used to assess the likelihood of plasticity during the contour cutting process. Reducing the SIF and its associated crack opening helps to reduce the effect of plasticity [30,31] for example by introducing more rigid clamping conditions during cutting. Traore et al [81] proposed a novel approach to help mitigate plasticity errors in contour method measurement by using an “embedded cut” configuration combined with secure clamping of the sample (8 holes for fitted bolts) and using a large wire diameter, all of which reduced the stress intensity at the cut tip (see Figure 2-18). An embedded cut configuration involves defining a cut path joining two holes (start and finish) previously drilled in the material. This generates a smaller SIF than that generated by an edge crack [82].
The size and location of the cutting start and finish holes, as well as the position and number of clamping holes, was optimized using FE simulations in order to minimize the SIF at the cut tip and thereby reduce the measured residual stress plasticity error. This approach was examined and validated numerically by Muransky et al. [83] and experimentally by Hosseinzadeh et al. [84].

2.3.5 Contour method needs and gaps

Uncertainties assessment

The contour method is one of the youngest residual stress measurement techniques and no standard has yet been established, especially with regard to uncertainty assessment of the results [2]. Prime suggested a novel approach to quantify the uncertainty on the stress calculation caused by the smoothing step during the data analysis [68]. However, this approach
can be cumbersome as the back-calculation step needs to be done for each different smoothing configuration until the error is minimized. Also, the calculated error is related only to the smoothing of the measured contour displacements. Hosseinzadeh et al. [85] assessed the uncertainty on the contour method results caused by the contour displacement measurement step. The same contour displacements were measured by two different instruments and the differences between the measurements were used to assess the uncertainty in the stress results. This approach involves using different instruments during the measurement step which can be time consuming. Uncertainty caused during the cutting step was also assessed using stress-free reference contour cuts [86] [87]. A more general approach that takes into account various sources of errors in the contour method was proposed by Olson et al. [88]. He quantified the ‘displacement’ errors caused by noise during contour displacement measurement using a Monte Carlo approach. Also, he took into account the ‘model’ error caused by the choice of smoothing parameters by calculating the standard deviation of the back-calculated residual stress using a range of different smoothing configurations. Then, the two sources of errors were combined to a single total uncertainty estimator. However, this approach can be challenging to implement in practice as it is cumbersome.

**Plasticity induced errors**

The novel approach suggested by Traore et al [81] and mentioned in the previous section was implemented by Hosseinzadeh et al [82]. Although the contour results were in reasonable agreement with neutron diffraction measurements, there was evidence of significant plasticity error in the contour method results despite the measures taken. The plasticity errors were manifested by lower than expected stress peaks magnitude and an asymmetric stress profile across the weld. Also, Muransky et al [89] examined optimal cutting configurations to mitigate plasticity cutting induced errors. However, although the approach proposed by Traore et al [81] and Muransky et al [89] helps to reduce the risk of plasticity errors, plasticity induced errors can still be problematic and limit the capability of the contour method.

**Single stress component measurement**

The contour method only measures one direct stress component. However extensions of the conventional contour method including multiple-cuts [9] [90], the multiaxial contour method
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[90] [91], and multiple-method approaches [92] that allow multiple stress components to be measured.

In the multiple-cut contour method [93], a first cut is done along a symmetry plane on the sample. Then, using the conventional contour method the residual stress acting normal to the cut plane is obtained. A second cut can then be done along another symmetry plane of one (or both) of the cut parts in direction normal to the first cut plane. The relaxed residual stress in the first cut half component acting normal to the second cut plane is then obtained using the conventional contour method (this is not the original residual stress prior to any cutting). However, using the principle of superposition, the back-calculated stress from the second cut can be superposed with the relaxed stress from the first cut along the second cut plane to obtain the original stress. The main limitation of this technique is that the shear stress relaxed from the first cut can change the stresses measured by the second cut. Hence errors can be introduced in the results from the second cut, and this error can propagate in the results from any additional cut. Another limitation is that the second cut gives information about residual stress along a plane different from the one of the first cut. Hence, additional stress components cannot be obtained along the same measurement plane using this technique, although two direct components of stress are determined along the line where the cut planes intersect.

The multiaxial contour method [90] [91] allows multiple residual stresses to be measured using multiple contour cuts. However, the multiaxial contour method is mainly limited by the assumption that the process introducing residual stresses in the material is continuous. Here, this means that residual stress is generated from a plane strain state in the body. Such a process can be for example welding starting from one edge until the opposite edge of a body. The start and end welding effects are neglected so that the strain along all the weld location is assumed to be the same.

Combining the contour method with other residual stress methods [94] allow multiple residual stress components to be measured. For example, Hosseinzadeh et al. [85] proposed a new approach to measure hoop stress along a symmetry plane on a pipe after a contour cut, then did X-Ray measurements to obtain axial and radial stress components along the cut faces.

**Symmetric and planar cuts**

The conventional contour method is limited by the use of planar cut configurations dividing a component into mirror symmetric parts during the cutting step as mentioned earlier in this
chapter. This restricts its capability to measuring residual stresses acting normal to a mirror symmetric cut plane in a body. But most engineering components have a complex geometry and locations of interest where residual stress information is required often do not sit on a convenient mirror symmetric plane.

There is therefore a need for a contour method procedure which can determine residual stresses on a cut plane where the cut parts have asymmetric elastic stiffness. Figure 2-19 illustrates two different materials which have been joined, perhaps by diffusion bonding, and for which it is imagined that a contour cut is made across the join plane. In this case, the cut path is along a geometric symmetry plane, but the cut parts have different stiffnesses owing to the different elastic moduli of the materials. The term ‘flat asymmetric cut’ is used in this thesis to cover production of contour method cut parts having asymmetric elastic stiffness (in a direction normal to the cut plane) whether owing to material elastic properties or geometric asymmetry.

Figure 3-20 illustrates a flat cut path passing by the edge of a central embedded weld in a flat plate. This gives cut parts having asymmetric stiffness across the cut plane owing to both geometry and potentially elastic modulus (of the weld metal).

Figure 2-19 Example of a flat asymmetric cut path creating two parts that are geometrically symmetric but the elastic stiffness is asymmetric owing to the material properties

Figure 2-20 Example of a plate with a central weld where the asymmetric cut path passes by the edge of the weld giving asymmetry of geometry, stiffness and residual stress field.
The significance of using asymmetric cutting for contour residual stress measurement was explored by Zhang et al [95] and more recently by Mahmoudi [96]. Zhang used 2D linear elastic FE simulations of the asymmetric cutting process by removing elements along the cut path. The two cut surfaces deformed asymmetrically as expected (see Figure 2-21). The original residual stresses prior the cut were back calculated separately for the two mating cut surfaces, then averaged. The averaged residual stress profile matched with the known residual stress profile (see Figure 2-22). However further work is required to demonstrate the validity of this approach and validate it experimentally against independent residual stress measurement such as ND. Also the left cut part deformations at the cut surface are unexpectedly higher than the ones on the right cut part. This might be caused by the original stress field prior to the cut. The effect of the stress field on the asymmetric cut is explored and discussed in chapter 3.

Figure 2-21 Deformed view of the 2D linear elastic FE model (the deformation magnification is 643) showing the shear stress contour [95].
Mahmoudi [96] suggested a novel approach to deal with an asymmetric cut in the contour method. He states that averaging the contour displacements is still a requirement for eliminating the effect of shear stress [96]. So, in his approach, the deformations from both mating cut surfaces are averaged, then the back calculated stresses from each cut part are averaged again to obtain the original stress acting out of the cut plane. However, for an asymmetric contour cut, the stiffness of the mating cut parts will be different from each other. Hence, the displacements of the mating cut parts will differ in magnitude. Thus Mahmoudi’s approach [96] is incorrect in that averaged displacements will be incorrectly applied to the mating parts resulting in an incorrect calculation of stress for each part, for which final averaging of stresses from the two parts will not correct.

**Non planar cuts**

The conventional contour method is restricted to flat cuts. However, non-planar cuts could allow the normal stress component to be calculated at each single point measured on the cut surface. Hence residual stress components could be measured in multiple directions using a single cut. Extending the capability of the contour method to deal with asymmetric flat cuts might be a first step towards using non planar cuts.
2.4 Summary

Residual stresses can be introduced within engineering structures by almost any engineering process [3]. Also residual stresses can arise within materials during the life cycle of an engineering component like for example owing to a weld reparation. Residual stresses can combine with in-service stresses during the life cycle of an engineering component increasing the chances of premature failures. Hence information related to residual stresses retained within materials must be accurately known. In fact residual stresses must be taken into account for safety structural integrity and life assessments [97]. However residual stresses are very complex to predict [1]. Hence reliable residual stress measurement methods are indispensable tools for acquiring knowledge of the residual stress state retained in materials and structures.

Various residual stress measurement methods are available [2] as described earlier in this chapter. XRD and ND are the most used non-destructive techniques. As for any other non-destructive methods XRD and ND allow the specimen to be used after residual stress measurement but are mainly limited by their sensitivity to the microstructure of materials. Moreover, XRD can measure only near surface in-plane residual stresses. Although ND can measure all the stress tensor components it is only available in specialist facilities and has limited depth penetration within materials [3]. Strain relaxation methods, including semi-destructive and destructive methods, are not sensitive to microstructural variation but damage the specimen during residual stress measurement. The most common semi-destructive methods are ICHD and DHD. ICHD is limited to near surface residual stress measurement. DHD can measure in plane residual stresses through the thickness of large engineering components but like ICHD generates only a one dimensional stress profile. The most common destructive methods are slitting and contouring. Slitting allows residual stresses to be measured through the thickness of the specimen but only a one dimensional stress profile can be generated.

The contour method is a powerful residual stress measurement method owing to its unique advantage of providing a two dimensional map of stress on a cut plane of interest. Moreover, the operational cost related to the contour method is relatively cheap. Also the tools and instruments required to implement the contour method are available in most of universities and industrial workshops and laboratories.

However, the contour method is still an emerging method that requires further investigations for improvement. Like any other strain relaxation method, the contour method is limited by plasticity. Also the specimen must be cut across a symmetry plane and only one stress component can be measured using the conventional contour method. The requirement of using
a symmetric flat cut limits the range of candidate components and structures for contour method measurement. No work has been done so far exploring asymmetric flat cuts apart from Zhang [95] and Mahmoudi [96]. However only 2D linear elastic FE simulations were used by Zhang to explore asymmetric cuts and no analytical demonstration or experimental validation of asymmetric cuts was done. Mahmoudi’s [96] approach involves averaging deformations from both cut surfaces, which is assumed to introduce errors as the deformations from the mating cut parts have different magnitudes because of the stiffness difference between the cut parts due to the asymmetric cut.

2.5 Research aims and methodology
The aims of this PhD project were to advance the contour method in several ways. The first aim was to develop and validate a novel adaptation of the contour method applicable to asymmetric flat cuts. The second aim was to use this approach to explore shear stress and in-plane displacement effects on contour measurements for a more general case. The third aim was to explore how asymmetric flat cuts could be implemented in an incremental way to relax stresses at a location of interest thereby preventing plasticity errors in the contour method results. The aims were addressed by first considering theoretical approaches and numerical investigations. Once a robust approach was developed and understood, it was validated by experimental measurements using the well-established neutron diffraction technique.
Chapter 3: Investigating the contour method using asymmetric cuts

The conventional contour method is limited to sectioning a component in two cut parts that are identical (mirror-symmetric) in terms of geometry and material properties. In this chapter, a new approach having the potential to extend application of the contour method to cutting a body into asymmetric parts is presented. An asymmetric cut is defined as sectioning a body in which the two cut parts don’t have the same geometry or material properties or stress field. Developing an approach for asymmetric sectioning of components will indirectly bring new opportunities to overcome some of the other limitations of the contour method. For example, cutting induced plasticity is one of the main limitations of the technique. Using asymmetric cuts will allow for example exploring new cutting strategies for the contour method to mitigate cutting induced plasticity and its associated errors in contour method measurements following recent work dealing with this matter [98] [83] [84] [99]. In addition, the contour method is limited to planar cuts. Enabling the contour method to deal with asymmetry of the cut parts is the first step towards advancing the technique using non-planar cutting paths [99]. Another new capability of asymmetric cuts is that it will extend the application of the contour method from simple geometries to complex structures.

The need to measure residual stresses using the contour method on a plane that results in asymmetric cut parts frequently arises owing to the position of interest in a component, an irregular shaped geometry, varying elastic properties and potentially the nature of the stress field. For example Figure 3-1 illustrates a planar asymmetric cut used in a specimen having two different materials welded together. Figure 3-2 illustrates an example of a flat asymmetric cut path in which the location of interest is at the weld start/stop position. Therefore, the cut plane must pass by the edge of the weld generating two geometrically different cut parts, one big part which includes the weld and one small part. In this case the elastic material properties may also differ in the two parts as well as the stress-field. Figure 3-3 shows a third case where the parts have mirror-symmetric geometry and properties (at least close to the cut), but strongly asymmetric residual stresses. The approach presented in this chapter aims to overcome the cut-parts mirror-symmetry limitation of the contour method.
Figure 3-1 Example of a planar asymmetric cut path in a specimen comprising two different materials welded together.

Figure 3-2 Example of a planar asymmetric cut path creating two geometrically different cut parts that may also possess asymmetric elastic properties and asymmetric residual stresses.

Figure 3-3 Example of a planar asymmetric cut path where only the stress field differs from side to side of the cut plane (ignoring any geometric or stiffness differences associated with the weld).
First, the theory and assumptions used to develop a new data analysis approach for dealing with asymmetric cuts are presented. Then finite element modelling is used to introduce a well-defined residual stress field into carefully designed benchmark specimens and the entire contour method process simulated for symmetric and various asymmetric cuts. The resulting surface deformations for the various cases considered are extracted to explore the robustness of proposed data analysis approaches for dealing with asymmetry.

Experimental asymmetric contour cuts are conducted on manufactured benchmark specimens and the new data analysis approach is implemented to back-calculate the residual stresses. The results of numerical contour method simulations and experimental contour method measurements are then compared and validated against experimental measurements made using the neutron diffraction technique.

3.1 Analysis of asymmetric cut data
The theory and assumptions of the conventional contour method for symmetric cuts are detailed in [52] [35] [51] [61]. When a symmetric contour cut is made to section a component the resulting out of plane surface displacements of the created cut surfaces can be decomposed into symmetric and anti-symmetric features (see Figure 3-4) [52] [35] [51].
Figure 3-4 Diagram showing the decomposition of out-of-plane displacements after a cut into symmetric and asymmetric features [51].

For an ideal contour cut, in the absence of cutting induced artefacts or cutting induced plasticity, the release of normal stress results in out of plane displacements of the cut surfaces that are mirror-symmetric about the cut plane. The relaxation of shear stresses on the plane of the cut surface also affects the out of plane surface displacements and gives rise to asymmetric features.

For a symmetric contour cut where the stiffnesses of the two halves are the same, the effect of shear stress and its associated asymmetric features are cancelled out by averaging the out of plane displacements of the cut surfaces. For an asymmetric cut, however, where the stiffness of the cut parts is different the resulting out of plane surface deformation scales according to the stiffness of the corresponding cut part. Hence the release of normal stress does not create symmetric out of plane displacements and the release of shear stress does not result in anti-symmetric features which completely cancel. Therefore, averaging surface deformations of the cut parts will not remove the effect of shear stress and this gives rise to errors in the back-calculated stresses for the contour method. The following section explains the proposed underlying theory and assumptions for a new approach to analyse surface displacement data for asymmetric contour cuts.
3.1.1 Theory and assumptions

Consider a thin plate of length L and width W that contains an arbitrary residual stress field and is completely unrestrained at its boundaries. The distribution of normal residual stress, $\sigma_{yy}(x)$, along section AA' at mid-length and at an arbitrary section BB' at $\alpha L$ from one end are indicated in Figure 3-5a. Also shown in Figure 3-5a are the distributions of shear stress, $\sigma_{xy}(x)$.

When a cut of certain length is introduced in a body, which contains residual stress, the normal and shear stresses on the cut surface are relaxed. Based on the extension of Bueckner’s principle [100] for a cracked body this stress relaxation is the same as imposing a stress field of the same magnitude of the original stress field with reverse sign on the cut faces.

Likewise, Bueckner’s principle of elastic superposition is used to consider the residual stress field (Figure 3-5b and Figure 3-5c) and displacement field (Figure 3-5d and Figure 3-5e) introduced by the contour cut, that is similar to introducing an edge crack at sections AA' and BB'.
Figure 3-5 Bueckner’s principle of elastic superposition for a rectilinear thin plate containing an arbitrary residual stress field and completely unconstrained at its boundaries: (a) the distribution of normal stress, $\sigma_{yy}(x)$ along sections AA’ at mid-length and at an arbitrary section BB’. Also shown are the distributions of shear stress $\sigma_{xy}(x)$, (b) normal stress fracture mechanics analogy, (c) shear stress fracture mechanics analogy, (d) crack face normal displacement ($\delta$) and (e) crack face shear displacement ($g$) contribution in y direction.
Normal and shear stress components are considered separately before adding effects using the principle of elastic superposition.

a) Normal stresses for a crack at mid-length AA': symmetric contour cut

Considering Bueckner’s superposition for normal stresses, the imposed stresses on the crack faces as indicated in Figure 3-5b should be the same.

\[ F_{1A}(x) = -F_{2A}(x) \]  

Equation 3-1

For the conventional contour method when the cut parts are symmetric, the resulting surface deformation of the cut parts is averaged. That is inverting the displacement of one of the cut parts and then adding it to the displacement from the other side and divide by two.

\[ \delta_{\text{con}} = \frac{\delta_{1A}(x) + (-\delta_{2A}(x))}{2} \]  

Equation 3-2

For an ideal contour cut in the absence of cutting induced artefacts and elastic relaxation of stresses the out of plane displacements due to the release of normal stresses should be identical for the two cut parts. Therefore

\[ \delta_{1A}(x) = -\delta_{2A}(x) \]  

Equation 3-3

The averaged out of plane displacement, \( \delta_{\text{con}} \), can be applied to an FE model of one of the cut parts to back calculate the normal stresses; \( F_{1A}(x) \) and \( F_{2A}(x) \).

b) Normal stresses for a crack at section BB': asymmetric contour cut

Likewise using Bueckner’s superposition principle, the imposed stresses on the crack faces as indicated in Figure 3-5b should be the same.

\[ F_{1B}(x) = -F_{2B}(x) \]  

Equation 3-4

However, the out of plane displacements due to the release of normal stresses, \( \delta_{1B}(x) \) and \( \delta_{2B}(x) \), are no longer identical due to differences in the compliance of the cut parts (Figure 3-5d); \( \delta_{1B}(x) \) depends on the compliance of the bigger part and \( \delta_{2B}(x) \) depends on the compliance of smaller part.
\[ \delta_{1B}(x) \neq -\delta_{2B}(x) \quad \text{Equation 3-5} \]

Applying the out of plane displacement of side 1, \( \delta_{1B}(x) \), to an FE model of side 1 and conducting an elastic stress analysis gives the imposed stress on the crack face of side 1, \( F_{1B}(x) \). Likewise, applying \( \delta_{2B}(x) \) to an FE model of side 2 and performing an elastic stress analysis gives the stress imposed on the crack face of side 2, \( F_{2B}(x) \).

Therefore, in the absence of shear stress, applying the out of plane displacements of each cut part to the corresponding FE model of the cut part leads to the correct stress answer. However, averaging displacements and using the averaged displacements to infer stresses gives wrong stress on both sides.

c) Shear stresses for a crack at mid-length AA’: symmetric contour cut

For the shear stress component the imposed stresses on the crack faces as indicated in Figure 3-5c should be the same.

\[ S_{1A}(x) = -S_{2A}(x) \quad \text{Equation 3-6} \]

The release of shear stress introduces displacements normal to the crack face, \( g_{1A}(x) \) and \( g_{2A}(x) \) (see Figure 3-5e) as well as in-plane displacements along the crack direction. In practice the in-plane component of shear displacements along the crack direction cannot be readily measured, hence, they are ignored here.

However, the shear displacements normal to the crack face can introduce error in the back-calculated stress results. For the conventional contour method where the compliance of the two cut parts, side 1 and side 2, are the same this component of shear displacement is anti-symmetric (i.e. \( g_{1A}(x) = g_{2A}(x) \)) as shown in Figure 3-5e. The effect of shear stress and hence the resulting displacement normal to the crack face is cancelled out when displacements from both sides of the cut are averaged using Equation 3-2.

d) Shear stresses for a crack at section BB’: asymmetric contour cut

Likewise, the imposed shear stresses on the crack faces for section BB’ as indicated in Figure 3-5c should be the same.

\[ S_{1B}(x) = -S_{2B}(x) \quad \text{Equation 3-7} \]
As explained earlier shear displacements along the crack direction are ignored. However, the displacements normal to the crack face as a result of shear stress relaxation, $g_{1B}(x)$ and $g_{2B}(x)$, are important to consider and their magnitudes depend on the compliance of side 1 and side 2 accordingly. Averaging the displacements and using the averaged displacements leads to error in the back calculated stresses.

Instead, applying $g_{1B}(x)$ as surface boundary condition to the FE model of side 1 and performing an elastic stress analysis gives the stress error for side 1. That is equal and opposite to the stress error introduced on side 2 by applying $g_{2B}(x)$ on the FE model of side 2 and conducting an elastic stress analysis. Averaging the back-calculated stresses on both sides should cancel out the effect of shear stress and its introduced error in the contour method analysis.

Now the back calculated stresses resulting from normal and shear stress relaxations can be added together for a symmetric cut (that is step a and c) or for an asymmetric cut (that is step b and d).

Therefore, based on the elastic principle of superposition a new data analysis approach is proposed for asymmetric cuts for the contour method as described in the following:

1. Apply the out of plane displacement of the cut surface from cut part 1 ($U_{1}$ in Figure 3-6) to the corresponding FE model of cut part 1 and perform elastic stress analysis ($\sigma_{1,u1}$).
2. Apply the out of plane displacement of the cut surface from cut part 2 ($U_{2}$ in Figure 3-6) to the corresponding FE model of cut part 2 and perform elastic stress analysis ($\sigma_{2,u2}$).
3. Average the resulting stresses from step 1 and step 2 ($\sigma_{1,u1}, \sigma_{2,u2}$) using the following equation:
   \[
   \sigma_{\text{contour}} = \frac{\sigma_{1,u1} + \sigma_{2,u2}}{2}
   \]
   Equation 3-8

The averaged stress gives the back-calculated stresses measured using the contour method when asymmetric cuts are used.
In the following sections, extensive finite element simulations are used to design benchmark test specimens, simulate the entire contour method procedure and finally to validate the proposed data analysis approach.

3.2 Finite element modelling

Finite element simulation was implemented to explore the proposed data analysis approach for asymmetric contour cuts. Firstly, extensive FE modelling was conducted to design a suitable benchmark sample for this project. A well-defined residual stress field was introduced into virtual benchmark test specimens. Then the entire contour measurement method was simulated on the benchmark samples. The cutting step of the contour method was simulated for a symmetric cut and a number of asymmetric cuts. Following contour cutting simulations the out of plane displacements of the cut surfaces were recorded and the proposed data analysis approach was implemented to reconstruct the original residual stresses. The reconstructed residual stresses were compared with the initial stresses to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed method.

3.2.1 Exploring the design of benchmark samples

A residual stress field was introduced in benchmark test specimens by simulating a high energy autogenous (no added filler material) laser welding process. First, a tramline weld configuration was evaluated (see Figure 3-7). Two laser line weld were modelled using the finite element method as shown in Figure 3-7. The commercial FE code Abaqus was used [101]. Weld residual stress generation was simulated using a two dimensional uncoupled...
thermo-mechanical analysis. An initial temperature of 1300°C was applied to nodes on the weld lines (see Figure 3-7). It was assumed that this temperature is the melting point of the material as detailed later. Then an air cool down to 20°C was simulated using a transient analysis with applied surface heat transfer losses. A free convection coefficient of 7.9 W/m²K for mild steel in air was assumed [102]. The model was meshed using 17 400, 8-node quadratic heat transfer quadrilateral elements (DC2D8). A global mesh size of 2 mm was used with finer mesh elements having a size of 1 mm in the weld and the surrounding areas. The mesh size was further refined to 0.3 mm during the cut simulation as detailed later. Physical properties from the MPC data base were used as developed for the ASME Div II Rewrite [103] (Table 3-2).

Once the thermal analysis was completed, the nodal temperature history on the sample was mapped onto a new FE model for a mechanical analysis. The FE models from the thermal and mechanical analysis were the same except for the FE element type and material properties. 8-node bi-quadratic plane stress quadrilaterals with reduced integration elements were used (CPS8R). Also, temperature dependant mechanical properties of the material [104] were used including Young’s modulus and yield strength.

Figure 3-7 Schematic diagram showing a proposed benchmark specimen containing laser heated tramlines (a). FE model of the proposed benchmark specimen for contour simulation showing the very fine mesh along the proposed plane of the cut together with the applied boundary conditions (b). Dimensions are in mm.

After residual stress was generated in the benchmark specimen, the entire contour method process was simulated. The predicted residual stress was mapped onto a new FE model where the mesh was refined along the cut line and the surrounding area (see Figure 3-7) using a mesh size of 0.3 mm. The cut was simulated by incrementally removing elements with model change.
along the cut line. Elastic-plastic material properties were used as detailed in section 3.2.2. To prevent rigid body motion, displacements were constrained in both X and Y direction on the top left corner of the plate and in X direction of the bottom left corner (see Figure 3-7b).

During the contour method simulation, the magnitude of the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ in Abaqus) was extracted along the cut plane (see Figure 3-8a) at the cut tip after each cut increment. The equivalent plastic strain in Abaqus is a scalar that measures the accumulated plastic strain. It contains the initial value of equivalent plastic strain plus any additional equivalent plastic strain due to plastic straining during the analysis [101]. The equivalent plastic strain is Abaqus is defined as [101]:

\[
PEEQ = \int_0^t \sqrt{\frac{2}{3} \dot{\varepsilon}_{pl} : \dot{\varepsilon}_{pl}} dt
\]  

Equation 3-9

Where \( t \) is the total duration of the analysis and \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{pl} \) is the plastic strain rate.

Also the original elastic stress distribution at 20°C along the cut plane prior to cutting was compared to the back calculated stress (see Figure 3-8b) using the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric cuts.
The correlation between the original stress profile and simulated contour results based on the new analysis approach is good. However, the contour method simulation results showed evidence of some plastic deformation during cutting which violates the requirement for strict elastic relaxation. This probably accounts for the small differences in stress profile shown in Figure 3-8b. The plastic strains of about 1% contributing to the stress error was considered unacceptable. Therefore, the design of the test specimen was updated from having a weld tramline to a single weld line.

Different design strategies were explored via a series of FE studies that included changing the length of the weld line, the positioning of the weld line relative to the plate ends and the options for where to introduce asymmetric cuts (see Figure 3-9). The shear stress along the measurement line was also examined for each case as it was deemed important for the new data analysis approach to work in extreme cases of high shear. Only elastic material properties were used during the contour method simulations as the aim was to assess the effect of stress field on the contour results.

The final selected benchmark designs are shown in Figure 3-9. In ‘Plate 1’ the cut creates geometrically symmetric parts having the same stiffness (see Figure 3-9a). A predicted 2D map of stress acting in Y direction ($\sigma_y$) in ‘Plate 1’ is shown in Figure 3-10a. Here, the weld is located in the bottom half. The displacement misfit introduced by the weld zone increases the displacement of the bottom half as shown in Figure 3-10b. But, by averaging the

Figure 3-8 Variation of the equivalent plastic strain along the cut plane (a) and comparison between the original stress prior to the cut and the back-calculated one (b).
displacements in contour method simulations, the effect of the asymmetric stress field is cancelled as illustrated in Figure 3-10c.

In ‘Plate 2’ the cut is geometrically asymmetric, that is the ‘Big part’ is stiffer (see Figure 3-9b). The 2D map of stress acting in the Y direction ($\sigma_y$) in ‘Plate 2’ is shown in Figure 3-11a. The displacement magnitudes extracted on the cut surfaces of both cut parts are similar as shown in Figure 3-11b. However, since the ‘Big part’ is stiffer, the back-calculated stresses using the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric cut on it are higher than the one on the ‘Small part’ as shown in Figure 3-11c.

Similarly, in ‘Plate 3’ the cut is asymmetric and the ‘Big part’ is stiffer (see Figure 3-9c). However, the weld is located in the ‘Small’ part. The 2D map of stress acting in Y direction ($\sigma_y$) in ‘Plate 3’ is shown in Figure 3-12a. The displacement misfit associated with the simulated weld has increased the displacement on the bottom half. Figure 3-12b shows that the displacement from the bottom half is the largest. As a result, the stresses from the ‘Small part’ are higher than the one from the ‘Big part’ as shown in Figure 3-12c. Therefore, when the cut is symmetric the asymmetry in stress field impacts only the displacements at the cut surfaces. However, the asymmetry of the cut as well as stress-field will affect both the displacement at the cut surfaces and the back calculated stress on each cut part.

Figure 3-9 Schematic view of the boundary conditions, and weld locations of the laser welded plate for a symmetric cut (a) and asymmetric cuts (b) and (c). Dimensions are in mm.
Figure 3-10 Comparison of line profiles of the original and back calculated stresses (a) and the out of plane displacements of cut surfaces (b) along the measurement / cut line extracted from the stress map (c) of the stress acting in Y direction in ‘Plate 1’.

The design of ‘Plate 3’ (see Figure 3-9c) was chosen to be manufactured for experimental validation studies because the residual stress along the measurement / cut line (see Figure 3-9c) was found by analysis to remain the same while changing the length of the big part from 200 mm to other values (see Figure 3-9c). Thus the effect of stiffness asymmetry could be studied in a systematic way by changing the relative size (length ratio) of the big and small parts of the specimen as detailed in section 3.2.2 that follows.
Figure 3-11 Comparison of line profiles of the original and back calculated stresses (a) and the out of plane displacements of cut surfaces (b) along the measurement / cut line extracted from the stress map (c) of the stress acting in Y direction in ‘Plate 2’.
The design of plate c in Figure 3-9c was selected with the weld located in the small part. In fact, using this design the length of the plate can be changed by increasing or decreasing the length L (see Figure 3-14a) while the stress profile along the cut/measurement line remains similar. This allows the effect of different ratios of stiffness asymmetry to be explored as discussed later.

Figure 3-12 Comparison of line profiles of the original and back calculated stresses (a) and the out of plane displacements of cut surfaces (b) along the measurement / cut line extracted from the stress map (c) of the stress acting in Y direction in ‘Plate 3’. 
3.2.2 Material properties

The level of residual stresses introduced in the proposed benchmark design depend on the choice of the material. Bright mild steel was chosen for the base plate material as this is very suitable for ND measurements. Bright steel material was procured and the grain size measured (Figure 3-13) using an optical microscope LEICA CTR6000 and the module ‘grain expert’ of the software LAS 4.2. Also, the ASTM E112 intercept method [105] was implemented. The grain size was found to be smaller than 13 µm.

![Figure 3-13 View of the grains of the bright steel material used for manufacturing the test specimens](image)

The as-received (200 x 250 x 6) mm plates from Bright Steel material were heated in a oven at 600°C for stress relief heat treatment. This temperature was maintained for 10 hours to obtain a uniform temperature distribution in all the plates. Then the plates were air-cooled until room temperature was reached.

The material properties were assessed by doing room temperature tensile tests (see Figure 3-14) using an Instron 5969 Universal machine equipped with a 50 KN load cell, as detailed in
6 tensile test specimens were extracted from a spare plate, including 3 specimens oriented in the x direction and 3 oriented in the y direction (i.e. the length direction of the tensile test specimen was parallel to x and y axis, respectively). The strain was measured using an extensometer attached and centred on the test specimens. Also Young’s modulus was measured using the flexural vibration frequency method using a 50.1 x 6.85 x 9.99 mm³ beam cut from the material as detailed in [67][107].

The stress-strain curves from the specimens oriented in the Y direction (see ‘T1O1’, ‘T2O1’, ‘T3O1’ in Figure 3-15) were averaged. The average yield stress from the measurements on the specimens oriented in Y direction was 280.7 MPa. The value of the elastic Young’s modulus measured using the flexural vibration frequency method was found 223.0 GPa.

Figure 3-14 Test specimen geometry (a) and tensile specimen design (b). Dimensions are in mm.
Figure 3-15 Tensile test stress-strain curves at 20°C for the 080A15 material after heat treatment.

The chemical composition of the material received is presented in Table 3-1:

Table 3-1 Table presenting the chemical composition of the 080A15 material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General physical-thermal properties of Bright Steel from the open literature documented in the MPC database developed for ASME Div II_Rewrite [103] have been assumed for the material and are summarised in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2 Thermal properties assumed for the 080A15 material [103]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Conductivity (W / mm.K)</th>
<th>Specific Heat (J/Kg.K)</th>
<th>Expansion coefficient (/K)</th>
<th>Young's Modulus (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0586</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>1.18E-005</td>
<td>222980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>3.75E-005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3.9E-005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.2 Benchmark test specimens

Extensive finite element simulations were conducted to design a suitable benchmark test specimen for the project, some of which have already been described. Different sample design strategies were examined to ensure that a) the level of introduced residual stress and the resulting out of plane displacements after contour cuts were large enough to be captured from an experimental measurement point of view and b) the relaxation of residual stress during contour cuts was elastic. The main stages of this process are detailed below including residual stress generation, material and geometry selection, and cutting induced plasticity error mitigation.

Two-dimensional plane stress FE modelling implementing uncoupled thermal-stress analysis was conducted to simulate the laser welding process introducing an initial residual stress state.
into the benchmark test specimens. ABAQUS 6.13 software [108] was used for the FE simulations.

Temperature-dependent properties of Bright Steel with the hardening behaviour obtained from the tensile tests (Figure 3-15) were used as inputs to the FE models. The value of the Young modulus and yield strength measured at room temperature were divided by 100 to estimate their value at 1300°C. For the thermal analysis the models comprised heat transfer quadrilateral elements (ABAQUS designation DC2D8). The temperature of elements at the weld location was instantaneously set to 1300°C and the temperature of the remaining elements of the plate was set to 20°C. Then the entire plate was left to cool down to reach temperature equilibrium equal to 20°C. Free convection boundary conditions were applied on the external edges of the plate during the cooling phase. For the thermal analysis temperature dependent physical-thermal properties were taken from the data reported in [67] and are summarised in Table 3-2.

The nodal temperatures from the thermal models were mapped into the same number of bi-quadratic plane stress quadrilateral with reduced integration elements (ABAQUS designation CPS8R) of the stress analysis models. Likewise, the stress analysis model comprised a 1 mm mesh size adjacent to the weld and 2 mm mesh size elsewhere.

Displacement boundary conditions were applied on the stress analysis model to avoid rigid body motion. The displacements were constrained in X and Y directions at the top right corner and in X direction at the bottom right corner (see Figure 3-16b). The other boundary conditions that were used for the cutting step will be discussed later.

Three virtual benchmark test specimens were simulated for (a) a symmetric cut where the stiffness ratio of cut parts is 1 (SR1), L=50 mm, (b) an asymmetric cut with stiffness ratio 2 (SR2), L=100 mm and (c) an asymmetric cut with stiffness ratio 4 (SR4), L=200 mm (see Figure 3-17). To avoid rigid body motion, additional boundary conditions to the one used during the laser heating simulation were added. So, during the simulation of the cutting step the displacements were constrained in both X and Y directions at the right corners and in Y directions at the right corners of the plate (see Figure 3-16b).

The predicted distribution of the stress component \( \sigma_y \) introduced into the virtual specimens as a result of the welding process is shown in Figure 3-17.
Figure 3-16 (a) An example of benchmark test specimens showing the dimensions, location of the laser weld and measurement plane. For a symmetric contour cut $L = 50$ mm. For asymmetric cuts with stiffness ratio 2 and 4 $L$ was increased to 100 mm and 200 mm respectively. (b) 2D finite element model of the benchmark test specimen with stiffness ratio 4.
Figure 3-17 Predicted map of the plate (a) with stiffness ratio 1, (b) with stiffness ratio 2 (c), with stiffness ratio 4 (d) line profile of neutron diffraction $\sigma_y$ stress for the plate with stiffness ratio 2 and (e) line profile of neutron diffraction $\sigma_y$ stress for the plate with stiffness ratio 4. Also shown in (d) and (e) are line profiles of FE predicted transverse stress and measured transverse stress for asymmetric cuts using the contour method. The experimental data is discussed later in the thesis.
3.2.3 Plasticity mitigation

The contour method like most mechanical relaxation residual stress measurement techniques is based on the assumption that the material relaxation is elastic. However, if during cutting the deformations of the cut surface causes stress redistribution that exceeds the yield stress of the material then the deformation is no longer purely elastic which violates a fundamental assumption of the contour method. This leads to error in the measurement which is referred to as plasticity error.

Traore [67] developed a correlation between the normalized plastic zone size (NPSZ) at the cut tip and the estimated error in the contour method. There are different techniques to simulate the contour cut step. However, the correlations were developed for symmetric cuts and the NPZS was calculated for only one half of the sample assuming symmetry of the NPZS. But for an asymmetric contour cut there are two NPZS relating to respective sides of the cut. Therefore, Traore’s approach to estimate plasticity induced errors is not applicable when the contour is asymmetric. This is demonstrated by simulating the contour method on ‘Plate 3’ where a weld line is introduced close to one edge of the plate (see Figure 3-9c) and considering plastic material properties. In fact, Figure 3-8a clearly shows that PZS is different on the small and big parts. The plastic radius along the cut edges reached maximum values of 3 mm and 1.5 mm on the small and big parts, respectively. Those maximum values are reached at 80 mm from the cut start. Hence another approach was required to assess the plasticity induced error in the contour method for asymmetric contour cuts. This involved modelling the entire contour method for different weld lengths and locations and for different cut locations.
The plastic radius or plastic zone size was defined as the area where plastic deformation of the material occurred due to cutting at the cut tip (see Figure 3-18).

![Figure 3-18 Schematic view of the plastic zone size generated at a crack tip](image)

The plasticity induced stress error was calculated using a root mean square (RMS) average stress error between the original and the back-calculated stress profile and was given by:

$$\overline{\sigma_{\text{Error}}^{\text{RMS}}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\sigma_{\text{Original}}(i) - \sigma_{\text{Backcalculated}}(i))^2}$$

Equation 3-10

Where $n$ is the number of nodes on the cut line in the given FE model and $\sigma_i$ the stress acting in the direction out of the cut plane at a given nodal position.

The process was repeated for a number of sample designs including different weld lengths, weld locations and cut locations until the cutting induced plasticity error was found to be lower than 5%. This was achieved for the sample design shown in Figure 3-9c in ‘Plate 3’.

### 3.2.4 Simulation of the contour method

Once the initial residual stress field was introduced in the virtual benchmark specimens the simulation of the contour method procedure was carried out.
The FE models to simulate the cutting step of the contour method requires a different mesh and a set of boundary conditions than those used in the laser weld simulation FE model. Therefore, the residual stress fields from the weld FE models were mapped onto their corresponding FE contour cutting models using the command ‘map solution’ within ABAQUS. The FE contour cutting models contained bilinear plane stress quadrilateral, reduced integration and hourglass control elements (ABAQUS designation CPS4R). The mesh was refined around the cut line for each plate using 0.3 mm mesh size. The number of elements increased from 10400 to 43186 for the “SR2” plate where the stiffness ratio between the big and small parts is 2, and from 17400 to 48081 for the “SR4” plate where the stiffness ratio between the big and small cut parts is 4. The mapping step used the same boundary conditions as explained for the simulation of residual stress (Figure 3-16b).

The contour cutting process was simulated introducing a blunt cut by removing a series of 0.3 mm x 0.3 mm element sets along the cutting path representing the cut width. Hence the width of the simulated contour cut was 0.3 mm. Additional boundary conditions were applied in the Y direction (see Figure 3-16b) at the top and bottom left corners and at the bottom right corner of the plate for the cutting step of the contour method to prevent rigid body motion.

Once the cutting process was simulated, the predicted out of plane displacements on both cut surfaces were recorded and used to back calculate the residual stresses using the proposed new approach presented in Section 2.1. To implement the new data analysis approach, the following procedure was followed:

1. The recorded out of plane displacement of each cut surfaces was applied as surface boundary condition to a new FE model of the corresponding cut part and fully elastic stress analyses were conducted.

2. The resulting stresses for each part were then averaged. The averaged stresses present the back-calculated stresses reconstructed using the contour method (see Figure 3-19).
Figure 3-19 Comparison of the FE predicted residual stress component $\sigma_y$ with back calculated residual stress from FE contour simulations using the proposed new data analysis approach, conventional [35] contour data analysis approach and Mahmoudi’s approach [96]: (a) symmetric contour cut with stiffness ratio 1 (L=50), (b) asymmetric contour cut with stiffness ratio 2 (L=100), (c) asymmetric contour cut with stiffness ratio 4 (L=200). See Figure 3-16a for the geometry of the samples.
It is important to note that all of the cutting simulations were carried out using elastic models in order to rule out the possibility of introducing cutting induced plasticity errors when assessing the reliability of the new proposed data analysis step of the contour method.

The accuracy of the proposed data analysis approach was calculated using a root mean square (RMS) average stress error between the original and the back-calculated stress profile as detailed in Equation 3-10.

It is worth noting that although high shear stress magnitude was acting along the cut line prior to the cut (see Figure 3-20 for the extreme case where the stiffness ratio between the cut parts is 4) an excellent agreement was obtained between the back calculated stresses using the new data analysis approach and the reference stress prior to the cut (see Figure 3-19). The in-plane stress and its potential effect on the contour method will be discussed in the next chapter 4.

The displacement line profiles on the cut lines for the extreme case where an asymmetric cut was done on the laser heated plate with a stiffness ratio of 4 is shown in Figure 3-21. The range of displacements on the big part is smaller than the one for the small part as expected. In fact, the big part is stiffer than the small part and the weld is located on the small part.
Also the RMS and normalized RMS errors of the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric cuts were found to be lower than 1 MPa and 1%, respectively, for all different stiffness ratios explored (see Figure 3-22). However, the RMS and normalized errors of Mahmoudi’s data analysis approach were found to be proportional to the asymmetry stiffness ratio. In fact, the error increased with the increase of the asymmetry stiffness ratio of the cut parts (see Figure 3-22). It can be inferred from these two sets of results that the new data analysis approach cancels the error owing to the shear stress contribution. In fact although the asymmetry stiffness ratio was changed from 1 to 4 during this study the stress distribution remained unchanged as shown in Figure 3-19. Hence the error in Mahmoudi’s approach is most likely to be caused by the shear stress contribution that becomes more and more asymmetric when the asymmetry stiffness ratio increases. Averaging the contour displacements cancels out the shear stress contribution only if this contribution is anti-symmetric from both mating cut parts. When the asymmetry stiffness ratio increases the shear stress contribution from both mating cut parts the associated displacements become less and less anti-symmetric and therefore the error owing to shear stress increases.

Also, this study shows that the small error observed in the new data analysis approach is not caused by shear stress contributions as the error remains constant when the asymmetry stiffness ratio increases. This error may be caused by in-plane stress as discussed in the next chapter 4.
3.3 Experimental validation

In order to experimentally validate the proposed new data analysis approach and the numerical analyses two of the proposed benchmark test specimens with stiffness ratios of 2 and 4 were manufactured. First, the residual stresses along the proposed contour cut plane were measured using the neutron diffraction technique. Then the samples were sectioned for contour method measurements. The contour method simulation and experimental results were compared with neutron diffraction measurements.

3.3.1 Manufacturing the test specimens

The benchmark test specimens were made from 200 mm x 250 mm x 6.5 mm blocks of bright steel (see Figure 3-16a). Prior to welding, the plates were stress relief heat treated up to 600°C and maintained in this temperature for 10 hours. Then the plates were air cooled to ambient temperature. A CO₂ fibre laser source of type IPG YLR-8000 CW with 3 KW power and 1 mm diameter welding spot was used for the welding. Controlling the heat affected zone accurately was of importance for this project as the numerical simulations were done using 1mm width
laser welded line to generate residual stress. Hence, the keyhole [109] welding mode was used as this mode enables deep penetration of the heat source and minimizes the heat affected zone.

3.3.2 Neutron diffraction measurement

Neutron diffraction measurements were carried out at the ENGIN-X instrument at Appleton Rutherford Laboratory for validating the asymmetric contour method numerical simulations and experimental measurements. For each plate, at least 31 different locations were measured along the planned contour measurement plane at mid-thickness of the plate (see Figure 3-16a). The nominal gauge volume for all the three orthogonal directions x, y and z was 2 x 2 x 2 mm³. Reliable neutron diffraction measurements rely on undertaking appropriate measurements on stress-free reference samples. The benchmark test specimens were carefully designed so that the contour and neutron diffraction measurements were made away from the weld region reducing the complexity of composition and spatial variations in microstructure for the measurement locations. The ‘far-field’ approach was used for measuring stress-free reference sample. The introduced stresses are expected to fall off with distance from the weld. Hence, a far-field stress-free sample was expected to obtain as far away from the weld as possible; top right corner of the plates as shown in Figure 3-16a. The stress-free lattice parameter (d0) was measured in three different locations and at three orthogonal directions. The d0 for x direction was averaged at the three different location. Then the d0 for the x direction was used for the strain calculation in the x direction. The same procedure was repeated for the y and z directions.

Fitting and analysing of the lattice parameter (d) was performed using a full-spectrum Rietveld refinement [39] with the General Structure Analysis System [110].

The stress at each measurement position, acting in a given direction (e.g \( \sigma_x \)), was calculated in the following manner:

\[
\sigma_x = \frac{E}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \left[ (1 - 2\nu)\varepsilon_x + \nu(\varepsilon_y + \varepsilon_z) \right]
\]

Equation 3-11

where \( E \) is the bulk elastic modulus for the material, \( \nu \) is Poisson’s ratio, and \( \varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_y \) and \( \varepsilon_z \) are the strains calculated in three orthogonal orientations. It was assumed that the material was isotropic and Poisson’s ratio value was 0.3 [67]. The measured bulk Young’s modulus was 223 GPa. The results of neutron diffraction measurements are shown in Figure 3-17d-e.
3.3.3 Contour method measurement

The experimental contour method measurements were conducted on two manufactured test specimens having stiffness ratios of 2 and 4.

For all the contour method measurements the cut was conducted using an Agie Charmilles CUT1000 EDM machine, a tungsten coated EDM wire diameter of 50 µm and a cutting speed of 1 mm per minute. The contour simulations were done using 0.3 mm cut width whereas the experimental cuts were done using 50 µm wire diameter because a cut width of 0.3 mm or smaller doesn’t affect the simulation results [67]. Moreover, simulating a cut width of 0.3 mm required a smaller number of elements on the FE model of the sample than using a cut width of 50μm. Therefore, the simulations were done faster and were less cumbersome. 3 mm x 200 mm sacrificial layers were bonded on the top and bottom surface of the plates to prevent cutting induced artefacts close to the top and bottom surfaces of the sample [54]. Self-constrained clamping strategy was used to securely restrain the test components during cutting [83] [84] [67]. This was achieved by introducing 1.5 mm diameter pilot holes at 5 mm away from the edge of the specimens (see Figure 3-23).

![Figure 3-23 Schematic drawing of one of the benchmark test specimens illustrating self-constrained cutting strategy.](image)
The wire EDM was threaded through one of the pilot holes and the cut was progressed to the other pilot hole. The remaining ligaments beyond the pilot holes were then severed. In addition, ‘finger clamps’ were used to prevent the specimen moving on the EDM bed table. Prior to performing cutting the specimen and the fixtures were left to reach thermal equilibrium conditions within the wire EDM deionised water tank. The cut parts were measured in a metrology laboratory and allowed to reach thermal equilibrium with the environment before the measurements were conducted. A Zeiss Eclipse Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM), fitted with a Micro-Epsilon triangulating laser probe and a 4 mm diameter ruby-tipped Renishaw PH10M touch trigger probe was used for the measurements. The perimeter of the cut surfaces was measured with the touch probe at 1 mm pitch. The out of plane deformation of the cut surfaces was measured using the triangulating laser probe at 25 µm x 25 µm grid.

In addition to the welded benchmark test specimens, one plain plate after stress relief heat treatment prior to welding was also measured using the contour method. The two aims were first to assess the efficiency of the performed heat treatment process and characterise any remaining residual stresses in the plates prior to welding. Second, to identify cutting induced artefacts by wire EDM machining a stress-free sample. The un-welded plate measured 200 mm x 250 mm x 6.5 mm and was cut symmetrically at mid-length. For the symmetric cut on the un-welded plate, the conventional contour method data analysis and FE modelling steps were conducted using the standard approach described in [52] [68] and are summarised in the following.

The out of plane displacements ($u_z$) measured on both cut surfaces were mirrored, aligned and then averaged. The data from the ligaments beyond the pilot holes (see the dashed rectangles in Figure 3-24) was discarded because it showed clear evidence of cutting artefacts.
Obvious outliers were removed from the averaged data set and bi-variate quadratic splines were used to fit the data to a smooth surface. The optimal amount of smoothing was chosen using the root mean square (RMS) misfit approach described in [68]. The smoothed displacements were inverted about the surface normal and were applied as displacement boundary conditions on a stress-free 3D FE model of half of the plate. Three additional point boundary conditions as described in [35] were applied to prevent rigid body motion and elastic stress analysis was conducted to back calculate the stresses.

For the asymmetric contour cuts on the welded plates with stiffness ratio 2 and 4 the new data analysis approach proposed in this thesis was used. For the asymmetric contour cuts the measured out of plane displacements of the asymmetric cut parts were mirrored and aligned but not averaged. The displacements of the cut parts were smoothed using quadratic bivariate splines. The level of smoothing was optimised for the data of each cut part independently. The smoothed data were then inverted and applied as boundary conditions to a 3D stress free FE model of the corresponding cut part. Rigid body motion was prevented using similar boundary conditions as for the back calculation step of the symmetric contour cut. Elastic stress analysis was performed and the resulting stresses for each cut part are shown in Figure 3-25e and Figure 3-25g for the sample with stiffness ratio 2 and in Figure 3-25f and Figure 3-25h for the sample with stiffness ratio 4.
Figure 3- 26a presents the measured stresses in the stress relieved sample (no weld present). Note that the stresses beyond the pilot holes where the displacement data were discarded are not presented. Hence a smaller FE model of the cut part was modelled discarding the ligaments beyond the pilot holes.
Figure 3- 25 Maps of measured out of plane displacements (a-d) and the resulting elastic stress analysis for each cut parts for the contour method measurements using asymmetric cuts (e-h).
The resulting stresses were then averaged and the map of averaged stresses shown in Figure 3-26b and Figure 3-26c present the back calculated stresses measured using the contour method for asymmetric cuts.

(a) Symmetric contour cut on a stress relieved un-welded plate with stiffness ratio 1 (L=50 mm)

(b) Asymmetric contour cut on a laser welded plate with stiffness ratio 2 (L=100 mm)

(c) Asymmetric contour cut on a laser welded plate with stiffness ratio 4 (L=200 mm)

Figure 3-26 Map of the stress component $\sigma_y$ measured using the contour method: (a) symmetric contour cut on a stress relieved un-welded plate with stiffness ratio 1 (L=50 mm), (b) asymmetric contour cut on a laser welded plate with stiffness ratio 2 (L=100 mm) and (c) asymmetric contour cut on a laser welded plate with stiffness ratio 4 (L=200 mm).
3.4 Discussion of results

It was found that the shear stress effect is cancelled when the stress on one cut part is calculated using the displacement from the corresponding cut part without averaging it with the mating part. Then by averaging the back-calculated stresses from both cut parts, the shear effect is cancelled (Figure 3-5).

Also, the material stress-strain was not elastic perfectly plastic as expected. Thus the approach of Traore cannot be used to assess plasticity cutting induced error (Figure 3-15) but this is not the only reason as discussed later in this section.

The design of the sample was optimized from tramline to single weld line because when the entire contour simulation was done the plasticity cutting induced error was too high (Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9).

To explore the effect of stress field on the contour method different weld design were explored one with a weld line on the bottom part and symmetric cut (asymmetry of stress field only), one with weld on the big part and asymmetric cut, and one with weld on the small part and an asymmetric cut (asymmetry of stress field and geometry) as shown in Figure 3-10.

The effect of the stress field was found to be important in the back calculation step for both symmetric and asymmetric contour cuts (from Figure 3-11 to Figure 3-12). Asymmetry of the stress field affects only displacement for the symmetric cut thus the conventional data analysis approach still works. For the asymmetric cut, displacements cannot be averaged but the effect of stress field is cancelled by averaging back calculated stress.

The design of plate 3 (Figure 3-10) was selected so that the stress profile remains similar by increasing the aspect ratio.

A comparison of the corrected contour results based on the stress-free sample measurements with the FE predictions and ND measurements is presented in Figure 3-17d and Figure 3-17e.

Figure 3-17d-e compare the FE predicted residual stress with the measured stresses using neutron diffraction and contour method for a line profile at mid-thickness of the plates. When comparing the stresses, it is important to account for differences in the gauge volume over which the stresses are presented. The FE prediction of initial residual stress state was made using 2D plane stress FE models. The predicted stresses are assumed to be uniform through the thickness of the plates. The neutron diffraction measurements are stresses averaged over the neutron diffraction gauge volume and the contour results are from local points along mid-
thickness. Therefore, in order to compare the results, one line profile (Figure 3-17d-e) presents the contour results averaged through the thickness of the plates and another line profile shows the contour stresses averaged over the sampling gauge area of neutron diffraction at mid-thickness of the plates. The former is to compare with FE predictions and the latter to compare with ND measurements on a fair basis.

The difference between the FE predictions and experimental measurements (Figure 3-17d-e) may be reduced by using 3D FE models instead of 2D models due to the plane stress assumption, and using more accurate material properties.

Figure 3-17d-e shows that, overall, there is a good agreement between the predicted and measured stresses despite the stress levels being low, which is challenging especially for both the contour method and neutron diffraction technique.

It is worth noting that this FE study and the experimental contour measurements were conducted on samples in plane stress conditions with stress levels having the ratio of shear to normal stress equal to 1 (see Figure 3-12a). The proposed approach will have to be further explored in the next chapter 4 on more generic cases especially for samples with higher levels of shear stress.

The out of plane displacements obtained from contour cutting simulations of the laser welded plates were analysed using the approach presented in [96] and the new data analysis approach proposed in this report. For the symmetric contour simulation, the data were also analysed using the conventional contour data analysis approach. The back calculated stresses are compared in Figure 3-19. As demonstrated in Section 2.1, for the symmetric contour cut, all of the data analysis approaches used lead to the correct back-calculated stresses (Figure 3-19a). It is evident from Figure 3-19b and Figure 3-19c that implementing the approach presented in [96] for asymmetric contour cuts results in incorrect back-calculated stresses. The present proposed data analysis approach, however, accurately back calculates the original residual stresses. Figure 3-19b and Figure 3-19c shows an excellent agreement between the predicted and back-calculated stresses using the new data analysis approach. The contour method simulation results, using the new averaging method, give an average RMS error less than 1 MPa against the reference stress prior to cutting in the virtual specimens for the different stiffness ratios of asymmetric contour cuts investigated in this study. Similarly the average RMS error using the approach detailed in [96] was found to be higher than 9 MPa. Therefore,
the error obtained using the new averaging method was considered to be negligible in comparison to the error obtained using the approach detailed in [96].

Following the numerical simulation of the contour method, demonstrating the robustness of the proposed data analysis approach for asymmetric contour cuts with different levels of stiffness ratios, the manufactured benchmark test specimens were measured using neutron diffraction and the contour method subsequently.

Asymmetric contour cuts were conducted on test samples with stiffness ratio $2$ ($L = 100$) and stiffness ratio $4$ ($L = 200$), see Figure 3-16a. The measured out of plane displacements of the cut surfaces for both cut parts are shown in Figure 3- 25a and Figure 3- 25c for the sample with stiffness ratio 2 and in Figure 3- 25b and Figure 3- 25d for the sample with stiffness ratio 4.

The cut surface of the smaller cut part with lower stiffness deforms more than the mating cut surface of the bigger cut part; the larger the stiffness ratio, the greater the difference between the resulting out of plane displacement of the cut surfaces.

It is clear that averaging the out of plane displacements of the two cut parts, as is done in the conventional contour method or as proposed in [68], does not take into account the difference in stiffness of the cut parts and would result in error in the back-calculated stresses. This was demonstrated through numerical simulation of the contour method in section 3.2.4 (see Figure 3-19).

For the data analysis method proposed in this thesis the out of plane displacements of each cut part is independently used in the FE elastic stress analysis step of the contour method. Therefore, the FE modelling and performing elastic stress analysis for each cut part takes into account the effect of stiffness of the cut part in the resulting stresses (see Figure 3- 25e-h).

Once the effect of cut parts stiffness is accounted for, the resulting stresses obtained from elastic stress analyses are averaged. The averaged stresses present the back-calculated stresses measured using the contour method (see Figure 3- 26b-c).

The contour method measurement made on the stress-relieved un-welded test component (Figure 3- 26a) showed stresses in the order of $\pm 20$ MPa in the plate after heat treatment (prior to welding). This stress is potentially a combination of remaining stress after stress relief heat treatment and cutting induced artefacts manifested in the back-calculated stress. This measured stress was subtracted from the results of contour measurements in order to correct for cutting artefacts and to compare the measured stresses with FE predictions and neutron measurements on a fair basis.
3.5 Conclusions

The present work proposes a new data analysis approach extending the application of the contour method using asymmetric contour cuts. Extensive finite element simulations were conducted to design suitable benchmark test specimens. Laser welded plates, with a well-defined residual stress field were used to explore the contour method using asymmetric cuts. The level of introduced weld residual stress as well as the location of the contour measurement with respect to the laser weld were optimised in order to prevent cutting induced plasticity errors during the cutting step of the contour method.

The theory and assumptions of the proposed data analysis approach for asymmetric cuts was presented. The accuracy of the proposed method for asymmetric contour cuts against the conventional data analysis approach and the approach presented in [96] for asymmetric contour cuts was demonstrated using idealised contour method simulations on virtual benchmark test specimens. The FE reconstructed contour stresses were presented for three different levels of asymmetric contour cuts: (a) when the stiffness of the cut parts was equal presenting a symmetric cut, (b) for a contour cut where the stiffness of one cut part was twice the stiffness of the mating cut part and (c) for a contour cut where the stiffness of one cut part was four times greater than the stiffness of the mating cut part.

Asymmetric contour cuts were then implemented experimentally on manufactured benchmark test specimens for two different asymmetry levels and the measured out of plane displacements were analysed using the new proposed approach. Prior to conducting contour cuts the residual stresses were measured using the neutron diffraction technique in order to validate the FE predictions and the results of the contour method using asymmetric cuts.

The good agreement between the stresses obtained from asymmetric contour cuts and neutron diffraction measurements, despite measuring low level of stresses, was encouraging. However, the proposed approach was only demonstrated on a limited number of samples. The impact of other potential parameters for example the level of shear stress and the level of stiffness ratio of the cut parts on the results of the contour method for asymmetric cut using the proposed approach needs further detailed investigation. This is covered in chapter 4.
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In chapter 3 a new data analysis approach dealing with off-centre cuts was explored. It was shown that the effect of shear stress generates asymmetric ‘error’ in the out of plane displacements on both mating cut surfaces. But by averaging the back-calculated stress without averaging the contour displacements from both mating cut surfaces, errors owing to shear stress are cancelled out. Theoretical considerations were proposed and a good correlation was obtained between FE predictions, contour method experimental measurement and neutron diffraction results. However, the experimental part was done on thin plates having an essentially two-dimensional stress field. This chapter aims to apply the new data analysis approach to more general cases using 2D and 3D FE models.

4.1 Introducing the TG6 welded benchmark test component

The European Network on Neutron Techniques Standardisation for Structural Integrity (NeT) is working on the development of the state-of-the-art experimental and numerical techniques for the reliable characterisation of residual stress in structural welds. The experimental methods used include neutron diffraction, synchrotron diffraction, laboratory X-ray diffraction, deep hole drilling and the contour method. Each benchmark problem examined by the network is tackled by creating a dedicated Task Group (TG) comprising researchers from universities, central scientific facilities and industry, which undertakes measurement and modelling studies and the interpretation of the results. Task Group 6 (TG6) was formed to study residual stresses in a benchmark problem where three superimposed weld beads are laid in a finite length slot in an Alloy 600 nickel alloy plate (Figure 4-1). This benchmark test component was used in the present study to validate the new data analysis approach for dealing with asymmetric contour cuts.
The author was given a 3D FE model of one half of the TG6 welded benchmark specimen together with predicted residual stress results by Muransky [111]. In order to simulate asymmetric contour cuts using residual stress results predicted by this model, a full plate residual stress field solution had to be created first using mirror symmetry and then this was mapped onto a new 3D FE model (see Figure 4-2). Stresses and plastic strain were mapped using the command ‘Map solution’ in Abaqus and an equilibrium step was done after the mapping process. However, meshing the curved weld bead was found to be challenging and resulted in an irregular model, therefore it was simplified (flattened) to improve the quality of the mesh in the plate and avoid mesh artefacts. Also, the mesh had to be refined along the cut plane to capture any gradient of strain and stress during the contour cut stress relaxation and to accurately back-calculate the original residual stress prior to cutting. The procedure of contour simulation is detailed in the next section.

Figure 4-1 Schematic view of the TG6 weld benchmark design and a picture of TG6 plate A3.
Figure 4-2 Diagram showing the half and the full mirrored TG6 predicted residual stress solutions for longitudinal stress.
4.2 Symmetric contour cut on the TG6 sample

Once a simplified TG6 FE model had been generated and the results of Muransky mirrored to obtain a full residual stress simulation for the welded plate, a contour method simulation using a geometry symmetric planar cut was undertaken in order to validate the 3D procedure by comparing the simulated measured results with the original predicted stress field.

Only elastic material properties including the Young modulus (E = 213 700 MPa), and Poisson’s ratio (µ = 0.31) of the parent material were used and applied to the material in the whole plate including the heat affected zone (HAZ) and the weld metal. This was done because the first stage the goal was to focus on validating the contour method simulation using the new data analysis approach for a 3D case, regardless of potential plasticity error. The conventional data analysis approach was compared with the new data analysis approach detailed in chapter 3.

The contour method simulation was done using a blunt instantaneous cut located at the centre of the plate (see Figure 4-3). The cut width was 0.3 mm. The elements along the cut plane were removed all at once. The effect of the cut width is discarded in the data analysis because the reference stress along the top and bottom cut surfaces is averaged and compared to the averaged back calculated stress from the top and bottom parts as detailed later.

The boundary conditions used were aiming only to stop rigid body motion. So, for each cut part one bottom corner was constrained in X,Y and Z directions, the other bottom corner was constrained in X and Z directions and one top corner was constrained in Z direction as shown in Figure 4-6.

An equilibrium step was done before extracting the out of plane displacements on the cut surfaces. Then the negative contour displacements of the small part were applied as boundary conditions on the cut surface of the small part. Similarly, the negative displacements of the big part were applied as boundary conditions on the cut surface of the big part. Then the back-calculated stresses from both mating cut parts were averaged as detailed in the previous section.
The averaged back calculated stress from both mating cut parts were compared to the original stress along the cut plane prior to cutting the sample.

Also, the original stresses along the cut plane were averaged from each side of the cut plane in order to compare them with the averaged back-calculated stress. In fact, the width of the blunt cut was 0.3 mm so the cut surfaces were shifted by 0.15 mm from each side of the cut plane.

The error between the original and back calculated stress was assessed using the root mean square (RMS) of the differences between the reference and the back calculated stresses. This was then normalized using the range of the reference stress as detailed in Equation 4-1 and Equation 4-2.

\[
\text{Average RMS} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{i=n} \left( \sigma_{z,\text{Reference}}(i) - \sigma_{z,\text{Reconstructed}}(i) \right)^2}
\]

Equation 4-1

Where \( n \) is the number of nodes on the cut surface, \( \sigma_{z,\text{Reference}}(i) \) is the value of the reference stress at the node \( i \) and similarly \( \sigma_{z,\text{Reconstructed}}(i) \) is the value of the reconstructed stress at the node \( i \).
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Normalized Average RMS = \[
\frac{\text{Average RMS}}{\text{Max}(\sigma_z^{\text{Reference}}) - \text{Min}(\sigma_z^{\text{Reference}})} \tag{4-2}
\]

Where \( \text{Max}(\sigma_z^{\text{Reference}}) \) and \( \text{Min}(\sigma_z^{\text{Reference}}) \) are the maximum and minimum value of the reference stress.

The average RMS error was found equal to 2.9 MPa for both the conventional and new data analysis approaches. This gives a normalized RMS error of 0.28% which is negligible.

In fact, the stress maps of the back calculated stresses using both the conventional and the new data analysis approaches are very similar the reference stress map as shown in Figure 4-4. Also the stress line profiles extracted along the lines \( x = 0 \) mm, \( y = -12 \) mm, \( y = -6 \) mm, and \( y = 0 \) mm (see Figure 4-5) show an excellent agreement between the back-calculated stresses and the reference stress prior to the cut.

Figure 4-4 2D map of stress along the cut plan presenting (a) reference stress, (b) back calculated stress using conventional approach and (c) back calculated stress using the new approach.
The maximum difference between the back calculated stresses using the new approach and the one using the conventional approach was found equal to 0.48 MPa which is negligible. Moreover, the error between the back calculated stresses using both approaches and the

Figure 4-5 Comparison of stress line profiles between the reference stress prior to the symmetric cut, and the back calculated stress using the conventional and new data analysis approaches.

The maximum difference between the back calculated stresses using the new approach and the one using the conventional approach was found equal to 0.48 MPa which is negligible. Moreover, the error between the back calculated stresses using both approaches and the
reference stress was found to be negligible. Therefore, the new data analysis approach for simulating the contour method measurement for a 3D structure has been shown to be reliable.

4.3 Asymmetric contour cut

The contour measurement method was next simulated for the TG6 plate on a plane at 25 mm away from one edge of the sample (see Figure 4-6). This an asymmetric cut in terms of geometry (high aspect ratio) and residual stress field. The approach used here was similar to one used for the symmetric contour cut detailed in section 4.2. Elastic material properties including the Young modulus (E = 213 700 MPa), and Poisson’s ratio (µ = 0.31) for the parent material were used for the entire component on both sides of the cut. Again this simplified model for material properties was used to avoid simulating potential plasticity effects during cutting.

The contour cut simulations involved modelling an instantaneous blunt cut by removing elements representing the cut width through the thickness, (see Figure 4-6). For this cutting step boundary conditions were chosen to just stop rigid body motion. So, for each cut part one bottom corner was constrained in X, Y and Z directions, the top corner was constrained in the X and Z directions and the other bottom corner was constrained in Z direction as shown in Figure 4-6a.
Figure 4-6 (a) View of the simulated residual stress field in the TG6 plate and the cut location, (b) the meshed model and boundary conditions used during the cut step and (c) the boundary conditions used during the back calculation step.
An equilibrium step was done before extracting the out of plane displacements of the cut surfaces. Then the negative of the out of plane displacements of the small part were applied as boundary conditions on the cut surface of the FE model of the small part. Similarly, the negative displacements of the big part were applied as boundary conditions on the cut surface of the FE model of the big part. Then the back-calculated stresses from both mating cut parts were averaged as detailed in the previous section.

The stress maps of the back calculated stress from both mating cut parts and their average were compared to the original stress along the cut plane prior to cut as shown in Figure 4-7. The averaged RMS error between the reference and back-calculated stress was found equal to 5.3 MPa which is 4.3% of the reference stress range.

Also, the conventional [35] and Mahmoudi’s [96] data analysis approaches were implemented to back-calculate the residual stress. The conventional data analysis approach [35] involves averaging the contour displacements from both mating cut surfaces and applying the negative of the averaged contour displacements as boundary conditions on one half of the TG6 plate. The averaged RMS error between the reference and back-calculated stress using the conventional data analysis approach was found equal to 58.3 MPa which is 47.4% of the reference stress range. Mahmoudi’s approach [96] involves averaging the contour displacements from both mating cut parts and applying the negative of the averaged contour displacements on each one of the mating cut surfaces. Then the back-calculated stresses from each cut surfaces are averaged. The averaged RMS error between the reference and back-calculated stress using Mahmoudi’s [96] data analysis approach was found equal to 36.8 MPa which is 29.9% of the reference stress range. Hence the error obtained using the conventional approach was 11 times higher and the error obtained using Mahmoud’s approach was 7 times higher than the error obtained using the new data analysis approach.

The reference and the reconstructed stresses were compared along lines at $x = 0$ mm, $y = -12$ mm, $y = -6$ mm, and $y = 0$ mm as shown in Figure 4-8. The results show a mismatch between the reference and back-calculated stresses. Also, the reference stress map was averaged from both planes corresponding to the sides of the cut parts before comparing it to the back-calculated stress to discard errors owing to the cut width.

Therefore, different approaches were explored to mitigate this unexpected error as detailed in the next sections. The agreement between the back calculated contour stresses and the reference stress line profiles was not as good as that obtained in the 2D case presented in chapter 3 (Figure
3-19). The contour method simulation was done using elastic FE analysis. Therefore, the differences cannot be due to plasticity error.

Figure 4-7 2D maps of (a) reference stress simulation over a transverse plan cut 25 mm from one edge of the sample, (b) averaged back calculated stresses, (c) back calculated stresses on the small part and (d) back calculated stress on the big part for an asymmetric contour cut simulation on the TG6 sample.
Figure 4-8 Comparison of stress line profiles between the reference stress prior to the asymmetric cut, and the back calculated stress using the new data analysis approach.
4.4 Investigating the error in the 3D asymmetric contour simulation

The 2D maps of residual stress components $\sigma_{xx}$, $\sigma_{yy}$ and $\sigma_{zz}$ along the cut plane prior to the cut on the TG6 plate are shown in Figure 4-9. It worth noting that the range of the reference in-plane stress $\sigma_{xx}$ is more than three times higher than the range of the reference out-of-plane stress $\sigma_{zz}$. This may cause errors in the contour method as discussed later in this section.

Figure 4-9 2D maps of the reference stress components $\sigma_{xx}$, $\sigma_{yy}$ and $\sigma_{zz}$ along the cut plane of the TG6 plate prior to the cut.
The 2D maps of residual stress components $\sigma_{yz}$ and $\sigma_{xz}$ along the cut plane prior to the cut on the TG6 plate are shown in Figure 4-10. The range of the shear stress component $\sigma_{xz}$ is dominant as expected and is comparable to the range of the out-of-plane stress. However as discussed in chapter 3, the new data analysis approach cancels the error owing to shear stress during the back-calculation step.

Figure 4-10 2D maps of the reference stress components $\sigma_{yz}$ and $\sigma_{xz}$ along the cut plane of the TG6 plate prior to the cut.
The relaxed out-of-plane displacements \( U_z \) on the cut surface of the big and small part after an asymmetric cut on the TG6 plate are shown in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11 2D maps of the relaxed displacement \( U_z \) on the cut surfaces of the big and small after an asymmetric contour cut on the TG6 plate.
The relaxed in-plane displacements $U_y$ on the cut surface of the big and small part after an asymmetric cut on the TG6 plate are shown in Figure 4-12.

![Relaxed $U_y$ on the cut surface of the small part](image1)

![Relaxed $U_y$ on the cut surface of the big part](image2)

Figure 4-12 2D maps of the relaxed in-plane displacement $U_y$ on the cut surfaces of the big and small after an asymmetric contour cut on the TG6 plate.
The relaxed in-plane displacements $U_x$ on the cut surface of the big and small part after an asymmetric cut on the TG6 plate are shown in Figure 4-13.

![Relaxed $U_x$ on the cut surface of the small part](image1)

![Relaxed $U_x$ on the cut surface of the big part](image2)

Figure 4-13 2D maps of the relaxed in-plane displacement $U_x$ on the cut surfaces of the big and small after an asymmetric contour cut on the TG6 plate.

During the contour method only the out-of-plane displacement $U_z$ is used during the back calculation step. It is worth noting that the range of the in-plane displacement $U_y$ is 6.9 times higher than the range of the out-of-plane displacement $U_z$. Also, the range of the in-plane displacement $U_x$ is 1.3 times higher than the out-of-plane displacement $U_z$. The high range of the in-plane displacements with regards to the range of the out-of-plane displacement is consistent with the fact that the TG6 plate has a butterfly shape due to the retained residual stress field. The effect of in-plane displacements and in-plane stress in the contour method is investigated in this section.
Different approaches were explored to understand and mitigate the error in the contour results including:

- Applying the negative of all the relaxed displacements in the x, y and z directions (see Figure 4-6) as boundary conditions during the back-calculation step.
- Forcing the nodes on the cut surface to move in the same direction along the cut surface plane.
- Exploring Hooke’s law to try to see where the error in the contour method results can come from.
- Conjecture about the generic influence of in-plane stress on the contour method.

### 4.4.1 Exploring the effect of in-plane displacements

One hypothesis was that in-plane displacements, that are not considered in the back-calculation of the contour method, could have contributed to the error. In order to investigate this, both in-plane displacements $u_x$ and $u_y$ (see Figure 4-6), in addition to the out of plane displacements $u_z$ (see Figure 4-6), were used in the contour simulation back-calculation step, for the full 3D FE model. The same asymmetric cut was simulated as detailed in section 4.3. The displacements on the cut surfaces in three principal directions X, Y and Z were extracted. The relaxed displacements were obtained by subtracting the displacements in the three principal directions before the cut from the corresponding displacements after the cut. Then the negative of the relaxed displacements in the 3 directions, was applied as a boundary condition on the cut surface of a new stress free model having the same mesh and geometry. Other boundary conditions were applied to prevent rigid body motion as detailed in the section 4.3. An elastic stress analysis was then carried out giving back-calculated residual stresses $\sigma_{zz}$ that perfectly matched the reference map, as shown in Figure 4-14.

The averaged RMS error between the original and the back-calculated stress when all the in-plane displacements in addition to the out of plane displacements were taken into account during the back calculated step was found equal to 0.17 MPa, which is negligible.
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Figure 4-14 2D maps of reference (a), averaged back calculated (b), back calculated from the small (c) and big (d) parts after an asymmetric contour cut on the TG6 sample. The displacements in x, y and z directions were used during the back-calculation step.
4.4.2 In-plane displacements due to the effect of shear stress

In-plane displacements are defined as the displacements in the principal directions within the cut plane. On the contrary, out-of-plane displacements are defined as the displacements in the direction normal to the cut plane. The resulting in-plane displacements due to the presence of shear stress over the cut plane will be in opposite directions for the mating cut surfaces. In fact, when the shear stress is relaxed after cutting, the tearing forces should generate displacements on one cut surface that are in the opposite direction of the displacements generated on the mating cut surface. Thus all the nodes on the finite elements along one cut surface were tied to move in the opposite direction of the nodes on the finite elements along the mating cut surface during the back-calculation step. In the TG6 model, the cut is done in the plane normal to Z direction (see Figure 4-6). Therefore, the degrees of freedom of the nodes in X and Y direction along one cut surface were forced to be in the opposite direction with regards to their corresponding nodes in the mating cut surface.

A comparison of original and back-calculated residual stress maps when the mating nodes were tied to move in opposite in-plane directions (that is they have been forced to have anti-symmetric in-plane displacements) is shown in Figure 4-15. The average RMS error between the averaged back-calculated and the reference stress prior to the cut was found equal to 7.6 MPa which is 6.1% of the reference stress range. The resulting error in the back-calculated stresses is in fact higher than the earlier results. Hence the in-plane displacements due to the release of shear stress does not seem to have contributed to the observed error.
Figure 4-15 2D maps of reference (a), averaged back calculated (b), back calculated from the small (c) and big (d) parts after an asymmetric contour cut on the TG6 sample. The displacements in x, y and z directions were used during the back-calculation step. The motions of nodes on mating cut surfaces in the in-plane principal directions were constrained to be anti-symmetric.
4.4.3 Exploring Hooke’s law

Another approach was to investigate Hooke’s law and Equation 4-3 was used for a 2 dimensional case at a first stage.

\[ \sigma_y = \frac{(1 - \nu)E}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \left[ \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \frac{\nu}{1 - \nu} \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right] \]

Equation 4-3

Where \( E \) and \( \nu \) are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material, respectively.

The goal was to investigate Hooke’s law in the contour method simulations for both symmetric and asymmetric cuts. The laser heated plates studied in the previous chapter gave a residual stress field that was asymmetric across cut planes. Thus the configurations studied effects of asymmetry with respect to geometry and stress field combined. Therefore, for the present study a new benchmark test specimen was designed, to simulate the contour method for cases dominated by symmetric and asymmetric geometry effects. The new design comprised a thin composite rectangular plate having a central band of material (see Figure 4-16a) having a different thermal expansion coefficient than the remainder of the model as detailed in [67]. The plate was heated from room temperature to 1000°C during a first step in Abaqus. Then an air cool down was simulated during a second analysis step by applying a temperature field equal to 20°C on the whole plate. Elastic-plastic material properties (Young modulus = 200 000 MPa, Poisson’s ratio = 0.3 and yield strength = 400 MPa) were used during the residual stress generation step. Then the residual stress was mapped onto a new model having a similar geometry and mesh, but where only elastic material properties were defined. The contour cut location was fixed at 50 mm away from one edge of plates of different lengths representing for symmetric and asymmetric cases as shown in Figure 4-16. Then the displacements along the cut surfaces were extracted and the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric cuts was used to simulate measured residual stresses for both cases.

In the contour method only the out of plane displacements are measured. Therefore, the hypothesis was that the gradients of the in-plane displacements from both mating cut surfaces would correlate with the error between the reference and back calculated stresses for both symmetric and asymmetric cases.

A comparison between the reference and the back-calculated stress along the cut line is shown in Figure 4-16b for both symmetric and asymmetric cases. Also the displacement gradients \( \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \) and \( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \) are shown in Figure 4-16c. It is clear that for both the symmetric and asymmetric cases
the in-plane displacement gradients don’t cancel out but there is still an excellent correlation between the reference and back-calculated stresses. No correlation was observed between the error in the contour method results and in-plane displacement gradients for both symmetric and asymmetric cases. Hence investigating Hooke’s law doesn’t seem to help to assess the effect of the in-plane displacement gradients. Moreover, in this approach the displacement gradients are investigated whereas in the contour method it is the displacements that are used.

Similar to the contour method simulations on the laser heated plates described in chapter 3, this supplementary study looking solely at geometric asymmetry with the proposed data analysis leads to correct back-calculated stresses for both symmetric and asymmetric contour cuts.

The initial hypothesis did not turn to be the main reason for not getting the correct back-calculated stress for the 3D case. In fact, for both symmetric and asymmetric cases, the in-planes displacement gradients did not cancel out when averaging stresses from both mating cut surfaces while an excellent correlation between the reference and back-calculated stresses was observed.
Figure 4-16 (a) Schematic drawing of the composite plate shown on the right. The FE mesh used for the FE modelling is shown on the left together with the location of the contour cut. (b) Comparison of the reconstructed contour stress with the original stress along the measurement line for asymmetric cut shown on the left and for the symmetric cut shown on the right. (c) Comparison of the displacement gradients $\frac{\partial u}{\partial x}$ and $\frac{\partial v}{\partial y}$ on both mating cut surfaces for the asymmetric cut shown on the right and for the symmetric cut shown on the left.
4.4.4 Conjecture about the effect of in-plane stress

In undertaking multiple contour measurement method simulations, it was noticed that errors arising in the contour method simulation appeared to be associated with the presence of high in-plane stress. This conjecture was investigated using a two dimensional problem for simplicity reasons, but can be extended to a three dimensional problem. Consider a plate having dimensions $L \times W$ and subject to traction forces in the $x$ direction, $T_x$, as shown in Figure 4-17a. The extension of the plate in $x$ direction is accompanied by a lateral strain component (Poisson contraction) [45] as shown in (Figure 4-17b).

![Figure 4-17 Illustration of a 2D L × W plate (a) subject to traction form in x direction $T_x$. (b) The extensions of the plate is accompanied by lateral strain component.](image)

Stress in $x$ direction is defined by Equation 4-4 [45].

$$\sigma_x = \frac{T_x}{A} \text{ Equation 4-4}$$

Where $A$ is a unit area.

If a contour cut along the $x$ direction is introduced in the biaxial structure shown in Figure 4-17, the in-plane stress $\sigma_x$ would be partially relaxed. Therefore the traction forces in the $x$ direction $T_x$ owing to the relaxation of in-plane stresses would generate out-of-plane displacements in the $x$ direction $U_x$. This out-of-plane displacement may cause error in the contour method results because it can combine with the out-of-plane displacement caused by the relaxation of the out-of-plane stress $\sigma_y$. 
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A pilot study using a 2D FE model was done to investigate the effect of the in-plane stress on the conventional contour method. Two cases were explored, one where in-plane stress is negligible and one where in-plane stress is considerable with regards to the out-of-plane stress. In both cases the shear stress was negligible. A (50 x 20) mm plate was designed and an Abaqus [101] model created in order to introduce symmetric stress fields having different levels of in-plane stress for simulation of symmetric planar contour cuts. Elastic material properties were used including a Young modulus equal to 200 000 MPa and a Poisson ratio equal to 0.3. To prevent rigid body motion, displacements were constrained in X direction in both corners of the right edge of the plate and in Y direction at the bottom left edge (see Figure 4-18). The plate was meshed using 19 900 4-node bilinear plane stress quadrilateral with reduced integration and hourglass control. The mesh size was 0.1 mm in the whole plate. The residual stress field was generated by defining analytical expressions and using the subroutine SIGINI in Abaqus as detailed later. The cut was done by removing instantaneously all elements along the cut line (see Figure 4-18). Then the conventional contour method data analysis [35] was implemented. This involves averaging the out-of-plane deformations due to the cut on each node on the cut face with the corresponding nodes on the mating cut face. Then the negative of the averaged contour displacements is applied as displacement boundary conditions on a new stress free model of one half of the plate.

Case 1: only out-of-plane stress is retained along the cut location with no in-plane and no shear stress.
The aim was to generate a residual stress field where only the out-of-plane component $\sigma_x$ is retained along the cut location in the plate without in-plane $\sigma_y$ and shear $\sigma_{xy}$ components. This was done using a trial and error method and the subroutine SIGINI in Abaqus. Various analytical expressions were explored and used to generate a residual stress distribution in the plate. This process was iterated until a suitable residual stress distribution was obtained along the cut line. This was obtained using Equation 4-5.

$$\sigma_x = -200 \cos(1.5y)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4-5}

The 2D residual stress map of the plate where the stress range of the components $\sigma_y$ is negligible in comparison with the one for $\sigma_x$ and where there is no shear stress $\sigma_{xy}$ along the cut line is shown in Figure 4-19a. Residual stress line profiles of the components $\sigma_x$, $\sigma_y$ and $\sigma_{xy}$ acting along the cut line on this plate are shown in Figure 4-19b.

**Case 2: both out-of-plane and in-plane stresses are retained and no shear stress is retained along the cut location.**

A similar approach to the previous case was used to obtain a residual stress field on the plate where both residuals stress components $\sigma_x$ and $\sigma_y$ have a comparable magnitude along the cut line with no shear stress. The residual stress field for this case was generated on the plate using Equation 4-6 and Equation 4-7.

$$\sigma_x = -500 \cos(y)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4-6}

$$\sigma_y = 500 \cos(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4-7}

A comparison between the reference and back calculated stresses for both cases is shown in Figure 4-20. The stress line profiles are compared in Figure 4-20a, a zoom is shown in the location of the maximum error in Figure 4-20b and line profiles of the difference between the reference and back calculated stresses is shown in Figure 4-20c.

For case 1, where the in-plane stress $\sigma_x$ range is negligible with regards to the out-of-plane $\sigma_y$ stress range, the maximum difference between the original and back calculated stress was found equal to 0.3 MPa at $x = -0.05$ mm. This maximum difference represents 0.09% of the reference stress at that location, which is negligible.
For case 2, where the in-plane stress $\sigma_x$ range is similar to the out-of-plane $\sigma_y$ stress range, the maximum difference between the original and back calculated stress was found equal to 7 MPa at $x = -2.5$ mm. This maximum difference represents 8.3% of the reference stress at that location, which is not negligible.

For both cases, no shear stress was acting along the cut line and the conventional data analysis approach was used to back calculate the stress. Hence the error cannot be caused by shear stress. Moreover, only elastic material properties were used during the contour method simulation so the error cannot be caused by plasticity.

Also the range and profile of the out-of-plane stress along the cut for case 1 was similar to the one of case 2. The only difference between case 1 and case 2 was the presence of in-plane stress along the cut line. Therefore, it is believed that the in-plane stress contributed to the observed error during the contour method simulation.
Figure 4-19 (a) 2D maps of residual stress in one sample ‘Case 1’ where out of plane, in-plane and no shear stress are acting along the cut line and another sample ‘Case 2’ where only out-of-plane stress is acting and (b) line profile distribution along cut line.
Figure 4-20 (a) Comparison of reference and back-calculated stresses using the conventional contour method in one sample ‘Case 1’ where out of plane, in-plane and no shear stress are acting along the cut line and another sample ‘Case 2’ where only out-of-plane stress is acting, (b) zoom view and (c) line profiles of the errors along the cut lines.
4.5 Conclusion

A 3D contour method residual stress measurement simulation for the NeT TG6 welded benchmark test specimen has been undertaken using an asymmetric cut. But the error in simulated measured stress was higher than expected with clear differences evident between the original and back-calculated stress. These results contrast with the 2D asymmetric benchmark simulations presented in chapter 3 where negligible errors were found. The error in the 3D model cannot be attributed to plasticity, because an instantaneous cut was modelled with elastic material properties. Various approaches were investigated to explore potential contributing factors leading to the observed error.

The relaxation displacements of the cut surfaces due to the release of shear stress are anti-symmetric in nature relative to the cut plane. A back calculation sensitivity study was performed where corresponding nodes on the mating cut surfaces were tied together to move in the opposite direction relative to each other but this led to a greater discrepancy between the simulated measurement and the original stress field. Hooke’s law for a 2D case was explored to investigate the effect of in-plane displacement gradients on the back-calculated stresses but this confirmed the findings of chapter 3 for 2D asymmetric cut cases. However, when both the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements were used to back-calculate residual stress for an asymmetric cut the error between the original and back-calculated stresses was negligible. Whilst this approach can be implemented for in a numerical study, only the out of plane displacements can be measured accurately at present in practical contour method measurements.

Wide ranging studies were conducted to investigate reasons for the error in the 3D case. It is conjectured that the level of in-plane stresses present in body may influence the out of plane displacement, and this could cause the observed error. Several FE studies conducted by the author (but not detailed here) suggest that this might be the case. But if true this would undermine the validity of the contour method.

The significance of in-plane stress in measurement area needs to be further assessed. The conjecture about the effect of in-plane stress in measurement area for the contour method was a result of early observations and were evidenced in a pilot study. However, theoretical considerations and experimental protocols need to be defined to validate the proposed conjecture. A main challenge would be to generate a residual stress field suitable for each case study. For example, in order to isolate the effect of in-plane stress two case studies can be defined. In one case, only out of plane stress would be acting along the measurement plane,
while in the other case, both in-plane and out of plane stress would be acting along the measurement plane. Also, in both cases no shear stress should be acting along the measurement plane. Moreover, the pilot study was done using 2D finite element models for simplicity reasons. However, 3D models would capture better the effect of the in-plane stress in measurement area for the contour method. In fact, in a 3D case more stress components can potentially contribute to the effect of in-plane stress in the contour method. This is a topic for future work as discussed at the end of chapter 6.
Chapter 5: the incremental contour method for residual stress measurement

5.1 Introduction
Development of plasticity during a contour cut can introduce residual stress measurement error that limits the application and reliability of the technique as detailed in the Literature review (chapter 2). A new approach aimed at mitigating plastic deformation in such measurements is proposed in this chapter. This novel approach aims to relax incrementally and elastically the residual stress at a location of interest until the stress magnitude is lower than a target threshold such that plastic deformation will not occur during the contour cut, thereby avoiding introduction of plasticity error in the measured stress results. The incremental relaxation is done by using successive asymmetric cuts and applying the principle of superposition to determine the residual stress at the plane of interest prior to cutting. Hence the new approach, termed the ‘incremental Contour Method’ (iCM), relies on using the asymmetric contour cut data analysis approach presented in chapter 3, but may be limited by the observations noted in chapter 4.

In this chapter, theoretical considerations related to the iCM are first explored. Then numerical simulation of the iCM is conducted to demonstrate the accuracy of the approach. Finally, iCM simulations are compared with iCM measurements conducted on a benchmark test specimen on which neutron diffraction residual stress measurements were performed prior to contour cutting.

5.2 Theoretical considerations
The proposed incremental contour method involves conducting three main steps. Each step is detailed below following the overview set out in this paragraph. First, the die-away length of the self-equilibrated residual stress field acting normal to the plane of interest in the component needs to be estimated. This stress die-away length can then be used to estimate the reduction of stress in the body at potential incremental cut locations. A series of incremental cuts may have to be undertaken to ensure that no plasticity is introduced during each cut. The proposed approach for dealing with asymmetric contour cut data must be performed to assess the 2D map of stresses at the location of each cut. Finally, the multiple cut approach is used to take into account the relaxation caused by each cut on the location of the following cut and on the final location of interest.
5.2.1 Estimation of the stress die away length scale

Consider an idealized sinusoidal stress profile on a body that has a characteristic wave length $I_y$ (see $\sigma_z^{orig}(y)$ in Figure 5-1a). The stress field will redistribute after extracting a block of dimensions $y_0$ and $z_0$. The remaining stress in the block can be estimated by applying the negative of the idealized sinusoidal stress profile at the edge of a stress free body having the same dimensions $y_0$ and $z_0$ as the extracted block [15]. The stress will die away from the edge toward the inside of the block (see $\sigma_z^{appl}(y,z)$ in Figure 5-1b). Hence the die away length of the sinusoidal stress can be estimated by calculating the distance over which the stress decays to zero. The decay profile for the stress field can be estimated from the following equation for a 2D case.

$$\sigma_z(z) = \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{2\pi z}{l_y} + 1 \right) e^{-\frac{2\pi z}{l_y}} \right] A \cos \frac{2\pi x}{l_y}$$

Equation 5-1
The analytical solution can be reproduced for the idealised case using FE analysis and applied to more general cases (see Figure 5-2). However, it requires pre-knowledge of the original residual stress field. The original residual stress profile for which the die away length needs to be determined can be estimated in different ways. It can be extracted from an FE simulation of the residual stress field in the body for example. When the residual stress field is unknown and cannot be accurately predicted, the yield strength of the material can be used to estimate a self-balanced residual stress profile along the location of interest. Then the negative of the original stress profile can be applied to the edge of a stress free FE model having the same dimensions as the section where the die away stress profile needs to be determined. Hence the die away length can be estimated and when the decay profile is added to the original profile along the line of interest within the body, the stress drop as a function of distance from the line of interest can be estimated.

Figure 5-1 Large body containing an idealized sinusoidal distribution \( \sigma_{z}^{ori} \), from which a block of dimensions \( y_0 \times z_0 \) is extracted. The residual stress die-away length scale can be estimated by solving for a negative \( \sigma_{z}^{appl} \) traction applied to the edge of a stress free block of the same dimensions and the residual stress profile in the extracted block determined by adding the edge loaded block stress field to large body stress field. Adapted from [15].
5.2.2 Contour cut for the incremental contour method

Once the die away length scale of residual stress at the location of interest is estimated then the number and locations of the incremental cuts can be assessed. The incremental cuts aim to partially relax the residual stress at the location of interest as discussed in the introduction section of this chapter. The threshold of the stress magnitude value to prevent plasticity error in the contour results can be, for example, 50% of the yield strength of the material. The incremental contour method can involve a series of successive cuts that incrementally relax the stresses elastically at the location of the main cut. Using the die away decay profile the distance from the location of interest over which the stress magnitude drops by 50% or (or other percentage) can be estimated. This distance gives the location of the next contour cut. This process can be repeated increasing the number of incremental cuts until the remaining stress magnitude on the location of the main contour cut is lower than the target threshold ensuring elastic relaxation of stress for a contour method measurement at the chosen location of interest.

Figure 5-2 Generalisation of the approach to estimate the residual stress die away length and decay profile. An idealized residual stress profile of material yield strength magnitude is assumed to be present throughout an infinite body. Then the negative of the stress profile is applied at the edge of a stress-free FE model of the body where the stress die away length scale and decay profile needs to be determined. This is then superposed on the infinite body stress field to determine the residual stress decay profile approaching the free edge.
Once the locations and number of incremental contour cut are defined, the contour cuts can be done. Incremental cuts can sequentially be done until the main cut as shown in Figure 5-3.

![Figure 5-3 Illustration of the incremental contour method where a sequence of intermediate cuts is done before the main cut.](image)

It is worth noting that only the back-calculated stress for the first cut gives the original stress distribution directly. The measured stresses for the second cut and beyond give the remaining stresses following the previous cuts. Hence the effect of stress relaxation due to each cut should be taken into account by implementing the multiple cut approach [93].
5.3 Simulation of the conventional contour for TG6

The conventional contour method has been previously applied to simulate the measurement of longitudinal residual stresses at the mid-length plane of the TG6 plate in chapter 4 section 4.2, that is using a geometric symmetric cut (see Figure 5-4a). Following the approach discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.1) the predicted residual stress field for the TG6 model of Muransky [46] was mapped onto a new FE model where the mesh was refined along the intended incremental cut planes. The aim here was to have the exact same mesh for both a conventional and an incremental contour method measurement simulation. During the mapping step the displacements were constrained in xyz and z direction on the bottom corners of the face of the plate (see Figure 5-4b) and the xz directions at one top corner of the same face (see Figure 5-4b).

The cut was simulated by incrementally removing lines of elements through thickness along the cut path. The cut width modelled was 0.3 mm and elastic-plastic material properties [112] were used.

During the last increment of the cut simulation, additional boundary conditions were applied by mirroring the constraints of the front corners to corners of the opposite face to prevent rigid body motion.

Figure 5-4 (a) The FE model of the TG6 benchmark plate used for the conventional contour method measurement simulation showing the location of the contour cut, (b) isometric view of the 3D model showing the boundary conditions used during the simulation.
The equivalent plastic strain after the equilibrium step and prior to cutting was subtracted from the PEEQ after the cut was completed in order to subtract the welding induced plasticity. The plasticity on the top surface of the plate generated during the cutting step is shown in Figure 5-5.

![Figure 5-5 View of the equivalent plastic strain generated by the simulation of a contour cut at mid-length of the TG6 plate.](image)

![Figure 5-6 Comparison between the 2D maps of the reference and back-calculated stresses on a section at mid-length of the TG6 specimen using the conventional contour method.](image)

The reference (prior to cut) and back-calculated stress maps are shown in Figure 5-6. The difference between both stress maps is believed to be due mainly to plasticity effect.
The cutting induced plasticity on the cut surface is shown in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7 View of the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) on the cut surface.

The maximum equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) was found to be 1.7%. However plasticity was observed through all the thickness of the cut surface as shown in Figure 5-7. Moreover, the RMS error between the reference and original stress field maps across the cut surface was 353 MPa, and the normalized (using the range of the reference stress) RMS error was 36.4 %. The error is large and considered to be due to the high plasticity generated during cutting. This simulation implies that no meaningful residual stress measurement can be made for this benchmark component using the conventional contour method. The question remains as to whether the incremental contour method can be implemented to mitigate plasticity errors and thereby improve the accuracy of the residual stress measurement results.

### 5.4 Incremental contour method simulation on TG6 sample

The TG6 benchmark specimen, presented in chapter 4, was used to evaluate application of the incremental contour method using the residual stress simulation results of Muransky [46].

#### 5.4.1 Estimation of the cut locations

The cut planes were chosen at locations where predicted stress magnitudes were lower than the yield stress of the material, thereby reducing the risk of plasticity induced error [67].
away length scale was used to estimate the amount of relaxed stress and identify the candidate location of interest for the next cut. A compromise was made between the number of cuts, amount of relaxed stress at the location of interest after each cut and the minimum width of each cut part to ensure that secure clamping during cutting could be achieved. A total of three asymmetric cuts were finally chosen prior to the 4th cut at the plane of interest (i.e. mid-length of the welded plate).

The contour method simulations for each asymmetric cut are detailed below. Also, the superposition of the back calculated stress and the relaxed stress from previous cuts is shown for each intermediate measurement plane during the incremental contour method simulation.

### 5.4.2 Contour method simulation using asymmetric cuts

The non-linear contour simulations on the TG6 plate were done using the same approach and material properties as detailed in chapter 4. Blunt cuts were simulated by removing 0.3 mm width elements along the cut lines (see Figure 5-8a). 36085 8-node linear bricks with reduced integration and hourglass control (C3D8R in ABAQUS) elements were used for meshing, and the size was refined to 2 mm along the cut planes in the cut direction. 7 elements were used through the thickness of the plate which was 12 mm.

The boundary conditions were used only to stop rigid body motion. For each cut, the displacements were constrained at three corners of the top edge of the plate in z, xz and xyz directions as shown in Figure 5-8b. Moreover, when cutting the last ligament for each cut plane, the boundary conditions were mirrored to the opposite edge to prevent rigid body motion when the two cut parts are separated.
Figure 5-8 (a) XZ view of the FE model of the TG6 used for the simulation of the iCM showing the mesh and location of contour cuts, (b) isometric view of the 3D model showing the BC used during the iCM simulation.

The map of initial state of residual stress predicted due to welding is shown in Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-9 Map of initial state of residual stress predicted due to welding on the TG6 plate [114].
The plastic strain (PEEQ in Abaqus) accumulated as a result of the cutting process for each cut (see Figure 5-10) was calculated by subtracting the plastic strain from the welding process before the cut from the plastic strain after each cut. The maximum plastic strain was found for the cut 2 and was equal to 1.5%. However, the plastic strain was observed in an area smaller than the one for the symmetric cut presented in section 5.3. Therefore, the plastic strain level was deemed acceptable. A material yield strength equal to 437 MPa [112] was used.

Prior to the multiple cut superposition analysis for each incremental contour cut, the new data analysis approach for asymmetric cuts was applied. The back-calculated stresses for each contour cut are compared with the corresponding predicted stresses. For cut 1 it is actually the reference stresses but for cut 2 the back-calculated stresses are compared with the remaining stresses predicted at the location of cut 2 after cut 1 is completed. The same procedure was repeated for the following cuts. For cut 3 the back-calculated stresses are compared with the remaining stresses predicted at the location of cut 3 after cut 2 is completed. For cut 4 the back-calculated stresses are compared with the remaining stresses predicted at the location of cut 4 after cut 3 is completed.
The predicted reference and back-calculated stress maps for the first asymmetric contour cut are shown in Figure 5-11.

![Predicted reference stress for the location of cut 1](image)

![Back calculated stress map for cut 1 (average of back-calculated stresses on the big and small parts)](image)

![Back-calculated on big part for cut 1](image)

![Back-calculated on small part for cut 1](image)

Figure 5-11 Predicted reference and back-calculated stress maps for the asymmetric contour cut 1 using contour method simulation for the TG6 benchmark sample.

The predicted remaining stress map on the location of cut 2 after cut 1 is performed and the back-calculated stress maps for the second asymmetric contour cut are shown in Figure 5-12.
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Figure 5-12 Predicted remaining and back-calculated stress maps for the second asymmetric contour cut using contour method simulation on TG6 sample.
The predicted remaining stress map on the location of cut 3 after cut 2 is performed and the back-calculated stress maps for the third asymmetric contour cut are shown in Figure 5-13.

![Predicted remaining stress map on the location of cut 3 after cut 2 is performed](image)

![Back calculated stress map for cut 3](image)

- Back calculated stress map for cut 3 (average of back-calculated stresses on the big and small parts)

![Back-calculated on big part for cut 3](image)

- Back-calculated on small part for cut 3

Figure 5-13 Predicted remaining and back-calculated stress maps for the third asymmetric contour cut using contour method simulation on TG6 sample.

The predicted remaining stress map on the location of cut 4 after cut 3 is performed and the back-calculated stress maps for the fourth asymmetric contour cut are shown in Figure 5-14.
5.4.3 Superposition of back calculated and relaxed stress

The results from the back-calculation step after asymmetric contour cut 2 were superposed with the relaxed stress from cut 1 along cut plane 2. This gives the back-calculated residual stresses along the cut plane 2 that were retained in the TG6 plate before any cut was done on it. Similarly, the results from the back-calculation step after the asymmetric contour cut 3 were superposed with the relaxed stress from cut 1 and 2 along the cut plane 3. This gives the back-calculated residual stresses along cut plane 3 that were present on the TG6 plate before any cut was made. Also the results from the back-calculation step after asymmetric contour cut 4 were superposed with the relaxed stresses from cuts 1, 2 and 3 along the cut plane 4. This gives the reconstructed residual stresses along the cut plane 4 that were retained in the TG6 plate before any contour cuts.

Figure 5-14 Predicted remaining and back-calculated stress maps for the fourth asymmetric contour cut using contour method simulation on TG6 sample.
The reference and back-calculated stresses using the superposition principle for the location of all contour cuts are shown in Figure 5-15. The results for cut 1 are repeated here in Figure 5-14 for comparison.

The back-calculated stresses presented in section 5.4.2 do not give the reference stresses because stresses relax after each cut in the plate. Hence the relaxed stresses must be taken into account. Thus, the superposition principle using the multiple cut approach has been implemented.
Figure 5-15 Predicted reference and back-calculated stress maps for the incremental contour method simulation on TG6 sample.
The averaged error through the cut plane between the back-calculated and references stresses for each cut was calculated using the RMS approach given by Equation 4-1. Also the error was normalized using the range of the reference stress equal to the absolute difference between the maximum and minimum stress values as shown in Equation 4-2.

The normalised averaged RMS error for each asymmetric cut and the reconstructed stress using superposition for each cut is shown in Figure 5-16a and Figure 5-16b, respectively.

The total error using the incremental contour method was found to be lower than 4.3%.

A comparison between 2D maps of predicted residual stress prior to cutting, back calculated residual stress using the incremental contour method (iCM), and back calculated residual stress using the conventional contour method is shown in Figure 5-17.
Reference prior to cutting

Back-calculated using the iCM

Back-calculated using the conventional CM

Figure 5- 17 Comparison between 2D maps of predicted residual stress prior to cutting, back calculated residual stress using the incremental contour method (iCM), and back calculated residual stress using the conventional contour method.
A comparison of stress line profiles extracted from reference and back-calculated stress maps using the conventional and incremental contour methods, along a cut plane at the centre of the TG6 plate is shown in Figure 5-18. The stress line profiles were extracted for line \(y = 0, y = -12, y = -6,\) and \(x = 0.\)

Figure 5-18 Comparison of the reference stress on TG6 with stresses obtained from simulation of the conventional contour method and iCM for line profiles \(y = 0, y = -12, y = -6\) and \(x = 0.\)

A good correlation was obtained between the reference and the back calculated stresses using the incremental contour method. However the stress line profiles through thickness did not perfectly match and this may be because of the very detailed stress pattern shown in Figure 5-12 and because of the material discontinuity through thickness.
5.5 Neutron diffraction measurement on TG6 sample

Residual stresses were measured by the author using neutron diffraction along 6 line profiles on the TG6 plate (see Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20). The line L75B2 was measured at 25 mm from the top edge and 2 mm below the top surface in the parent material. The lines 50B2 and 50B10 were measured at 50 mm from the top edge, 2 mm and 10 mm below the top surface in the parent material, respectively. The line 25B2 was measured at 75 mm from the top edge at 2 mm below the top surface in the weld material. The lines 25B7.5 and 25B10 were measured at 75 mm from the top edge at 7.5 mm and 10 mm below the top surface in the parent material, respectively. Stress free lattice parameter (d0) measurements were done in a 3.5 mm diameter cylinder as detailed in the TG6 protocol [112]. An average of all d0 values measured in each zone including the parent, heat affected zone (HAZ) and weld was used for the strain and stress calculations for the corresponding zones. The results were compared to the predictions of Muransky.

![Diagram showing measurement planes locations on the TG6 plate.](image)

Figure 5-19 Schematic view showing the measurement planes locations on the TG6 plate.

The ND experiment was done in two parts. During the first part, the 3 strain components along the line L25B2 were measured, but only 2 principal strain components were measured along the lines 25B10, 50B2, 50B10 and 25B7.5. In fact, the neutron beam went down and the
experiment had to be interrupted. The experiment resumed 2 months later, and the remaining principal strain components, in the longitudinal direction, were measured. Also, during the second part of the experiment the 3 strain components along the line 75B2 were measured. The lattice free parameters, d0, were measured during both parts of the ND experiment. However, only the d0 values measured during the first part of the experiment were used for the strain calculations along all the measured lines. This choice was made using a self-balance criterion for the residual stress line profiles. For the 6 residual stress line profiles measured using ND, the normal stress components are reasonably close to 0 MPa, as expected. Overall, the agreement between ND and FE results was judged to be acceptable.
Figure 5-20 Comparison of residual stress line profiles from ND measurements and FE predictions [114].
5.6 Experimental contour measurement on TG6 sample

The incremental contour method was implemented experimentally using the approach detailed in section 5.2 Theoretical considerations. The asymmetric contour cuts were done using the same approach detailed in chapter 3. The plate was securely clamped, pilot holes at the start and end of the cut were introduced (to control the cut opening mode) and sacrificial layers were applied to the top and bottom surfaces to minimise wire EDM cutting artefacts, see Figure 5-21.

The plate was cut incrementally every 25 mm from one edge (see ‘C1’, ‘C2’, ‘C3’ and ‘C4’) with the main cut (C4) implemented at the location of interest at mid length of the sample.

A comparison between 2D maps of the out-of-plane stress component for each cut plane using the incremental contour method and the FE predictions is shown in Figure 5-22.
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Figure 5-22 Comparison of 2D stress map results obtained using FE predictions and the incremental contour method.
Also a comparison between stress profiles 2 mm below the top surface of the plate obtained using FE predictions, neutron diffraction measurements and the incremental contour method at the location of interest (‘C4’ in Figure 5-21) are shown in Figure 5-23. The ND measurement shown in Figure 5-23 were provided by Beverly Stewart from The Open University. Both the Contour method and the FE predictions did not capture the tensile peak on the ND stress profile equal to 979 MPa and located at x = -7.5 mm. However, this peak on the ND stress profile might be an artefact due to the challenging microstructure of the material at the location of the measured point.

5.7 Discussion

The conventional contour method implemented on the TG6 FE model resulted in significant error (36.4% RMS) hence the incremental contour method (iCM) was applied. The incremental contour method was implemented on the TG6 sample using the novel data analysis dealing with asymmetric cuts, and a multiple-cut approach. Four cut locations were determined by estimating the die away length scale of the stress from each location, to calculate the amount of relaxation on the following cut planes ensuring elastic relaxation of residual stress for the following cuts.

Figure 5-23 Comparison between neutron diffraction and incremental contour method results and FE predictions along a line at 2 mm below the surface of the TG6 plate.
The cut location was determined by looking for planes where the stress magnitude was much lower than the material yield strength (400 MPa), to prevent plastic strain during the material relaxation due to cutting. However, plastic strain occurred for each incremental cut. Although the extent of plastic zone size for each cut was less than the one that occurred for a conventional contour method measurement, the number and location of cuts chosen was insufficient to prevent plasticity during cutting.

Numerical simulations showed that using this iCM approach the normalised averaged RMS error between the predicted residual stress prior to cutting and the back calculated stress for the final cut was lower than 5%. Similarly, when the conventional contour method was simulated the calculated error was 36.4 %, which is more than 7 times higher.

What is noteworthy from the analysis is that the presence of plasticity and consequent stress errors in the early iCM cuts did not propagate and accumulate a large error in the final cut results. The error for all of the asymmetric cuts decreased after each cut. Similarly, the accumulated error, after superposing the relaxed stress from the previous cuts with the back-calculated stress on each cut plane, decreased as well. This trend can be due to the fact that once a cut is made and stresses are partially released at the location of the next cut plane, the risk of plasticity cutting induced errors decreases (Figure 5-10). Also, it seems that the plasticity error from each incremental cut, doesn’t significantly affect the overall error in the incremental contour method. This is because stress relaxation is estimated using elastic material properties only. Hence, although the plasticity error may affect the estimation of the back-calculated stress, the relaxation prediction is reasonably accurate and therefore the overall error is negligible.

The neutron diffraction measurement results match reasonably well with the finite element predictions. Hence, this gives confidence that the numerical simulations are realistic and that the efficiency of the proposed incremental contour method simulation to improve the accuracy of the results is reliable.

However, when the incremental contour method was implemented experimentally the error in the results was higher than predicted. This may have been caused by various factors. Several wire breakages occurred during the first cut, especially at mid length. These cutting artefacts introduced error in the back calculation of stress and estimated relaxation of stresses at the location of interest. Another cause can be that the geometry of the manufactured plate was irregular in the z direction. However, when estimating the relaxed stress the FE model was
made by extruding the perimeter of the cut surface hence the FE model never captured the exact (distorted) geometry of the sample prior to cutting. This can cause errors in the prediction of the relaxed stresses at the location of interest. Also errors may be accumulating through using pilot holes and then ignoring the stresses and cross-sections beyond the holes. In fact, if none negligible residual stress is retained in the ligaments beyond pilot holes discarding those stress may affect the redistribution of the back calculated stresses along the cut plane. These accumulated errors can be propagated in the incremental contour method when the superposition principle is used to reconstruct the original stresses at the location of interest.

Using a 3D scanner to have a more accurate estimation of the geometry of the cut parts could improve the back-calculation of stresses and the final results of the incremental contour method.

The agreement between the finite element predictions and the experimental measurements using the iCM can potentially be improved by increasing the accuracy of the elastic-plastic stress strain properties used for the TG6 plate, heat affect zone (HAZ) and weld metal.

5.8 Conclusion

A novel measurement approach is presented in this chapter, the incremental contour method (iCM), that is aimed at mitigating plasticity induced errors in the contour residual stress measurement method. iCM involves implementing a multiple cut strategy that progressively relieves the stresses in the component with the aim of reducing the level of stress at the section of interest to a fraction of the yield stress of the material. Numerical simulations showed that the error using an incremental contour method for the TG6 benchmark would be small. Although measurement of the benchmark TG6 sample showed evidence of plasticity using the iCM, numerical simulations showed that errors would have been several times greater for a conventional contour method measurement. Nonetheless experimental validation of the incremental contour method for benchmark TG6 produced greater stress error than expected based on the numerical simulation studies. This error may be reduced by improving the contour cut quality, increasing the accuracy of the back calculation step by taking into account the geometric irregularities of the cut part and including the stresses retained in the ligament beyond the pilot holes they are not negligible with regards to the stress range on the cut plane as mentioned earlier. However, a reasonable correlation was obtained between neutron
diffraction measurements, FE prediction and the incremental contour method results in the TG6 test specimen.
Chapter 6: General discussion, conclusions and future work

The aim of this chapter is to review the major contributions to knowledge of this PhD project. First, the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric cuts in the contour method for residual stress measurement is discussed. Then the application of this approach in a more general case highlighting the limitations and scope of it are reviewed. In the following section the incremental contour method used to prevent cutting induced plasticity error and improve the accuracy of the contour results is critically reviewed. Practical considerations for the implementation of both approaches are discussed in the last section.

6.1 General discussions

The new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric cuts

The conventional contour method requires using symmetric cuts only. This limitation is due to shear stress relaxation on the cut surfaces after a contour cut is done. The out-of-plane stress and shear stresses on the created cut surfaces are fully relaxed owing to the created free surface boundary condition. The relaxation of out-of-plane stresses result in out-of-plane displacements of the cut surfaces. The release of shear stresses, however, produces in-plane as well as out-of-plane displacement of the cut surfaces. Therefore, when the created cut surfaces are measured in practice, the measured out-of-plane displacements include the contribution of shear stress relaxation.

For symmetric cuts the out-of-plane displacements owing to the relaxation of shear stresses are anti-symmetric. Hence, averaging the displacements of mating cut surfaces cancels out the effect of shear stress.

For asymmetric cuts, however, the effect of shear stresses is not cancelled out if the displacements of the cut surfaces were averaged. This is because the stiffness of the mating cut parts are different. Therefore, the contribution of shear stress in the out-of-plane displacements is not antisymmetric anymore. Applying the out-of-plane displacement of the cut surfaces to the FE model of the corresponding cut parts gives the stress state that is composed of the relaxed out-of-plane stresses as well as contribution of shear stress.
As demonstrated in chapter 3 averaging the resulting stresses should cancel out the effect of shear stresses. This proposed data analysis approach for an asymmetric cut was demonstrated numerically and experimentally in chapter 3.

However, in that chapter, the effect of relaxation of in-plane displacements owing to the contour cut on the contour results was not explored. The total out-of-plane relaxed displacements can be a mixture of three contributions including the relaxation of the out-of-plane stress, the shear stress and the in-plane stress. The only contribution of interest in the contour method is the out-of-plane displacement owing to the relaxation of the out-of-plane stress. Both other contributions, including the out-of-plane displacement caused by the relaxation of shear stress and in-plane stress, generated errors in the measurement of the out-of-plane stress prior to cutting in the contour method. In fact, during the measurement step of the contour method, the total out-of-plane displacement on the cut surface is measured and used to back-calculate the out-of-plane stress, hence the error is propagated in the results.

The next section discusses the main outcomes of chapter 4 where the new data analysis approach is applied to a more general case.

Application of the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric contour cuts in a more general case

The new data analysis approach was presented and demonstrated in chapter 3. However, when it was applied to simulate the contour measurement on the TG6 welded benchmark using a 3D FE residual stress model, the original and back-calculated stress didn’t match perfectly. This error was investigated in chapter 4 and the potential importance of the relaxed in-plane stress along the cut plane identified.

In fact, as detailed in section 6.1 the total relaxed out-of-plane displacement is given by:

$$U_{Total} = U_{Out\ of\ plane\ stress} + U_{Shear\ stress} + U_{In\ -plane\ stress} \quad \text{Equation 6-1}$$

Where $U_{Out\ of\ plane\ stress}$ is the out-of-plane displacement caused by the relaxation of the out-of-plane stress, $U_{Shear\ stress}$ is the out-of-plane displacement caused by the relaxation of shear stress and $U_{In\ -plane\ stress}$ is the out-of-plane displacement cause by the relaxation of the in-plane stress.
Investigating the effect of the in-plane stress on contour method results was outside the original scope of this PhD project but the out-of-plane displacements caused by the relaxation of the in-plane stress, $U_{in-plane\ stress}$, appeared to have caused errors in the back-calculated stresses as illustrated in chapter 4. This highlighted a limitation of the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric contour cuts presented in chapter 3. The out-of-plane displacements caused by the relaxation of shear stress, $U_{shear\ stress}$, is cancelled by averaging the displacements from the mating cut surfaces in the conventional data analysis and it is cancelled by averaging the back calculated stresses in the new approach. However, the displacement $U_{in-plane\ stress}$ is not anti-symmetric with regards to both mating cut surfaces, and hence is not cancelled by both approaches. This limitation is common to both, the conventional contour method and the new data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric contour cuts.

The new data analysis approach was then used in the novel incremental contour method as detailed in the next section.

**The incremental contour method (iCM)**

Plasticity error is one of the main limitations of the contour method. In fact, a fundamental assumption in the technique is that the material unloads strictly elastically after a contour cut. However, when the deformation of the material after a cut is not elastic Hooke’s law cannot be used to accurately back-calculate the residual stress prior to cutting. Therefore, errors arise in the contour method. The risk of plasticity error can be reduced by ensuring that the stress magnitude along the location of interest is low with regards to the material’s yield strength. For example, a threshold value can be identified to define contour cut locations (for example where the stress magnitude is below a fraction of the material’s yield strength value). The incremental contour method (iCM) aims to relax incrementally the stress at a location of interest where the stress magnitude is high with regards to the yield strength. This is done using asymmetric contour cuts and the superposition principle to reconstruct the stress at the location of interest prior to cutting. This technique was successfully demonstrated numerically and experimentally against neutron diffraction measurements. However, a main limitation of the incremental contour method is that errors such as cutting induced errors from each contour cut done before the location of interest are propagated in the final results. Moreover, the relaxation of shear stress from earlier cuts may affect the distribution of out-of-plane stress on the following cut planes and hence propagate errors in the final iCM measurement results. This shear stress effect
is not related to the new data analysis approach for asymmetric cuts but is because of the superposition principle and implementing multiple cuts approach. Therefore, a compromise needs to be made between the number and locations of the contour cuts and the target magnitude of stress to relax at the location of interest to reduce the risk of plasticity error as well as the error associated with the presence of shear stress.

**Practical implementation of the asymmetric contour and the incremental contour methods**

Both approaches, the asymmetric contour and the incremental contour method, have been successfully implemented numerically and experimentally. The conventional contour method involves averaging the contour displacement from both mating cut surfaces hence this cancels out error from anti-symmetric cutting induced artefacts such as crooked cuts. However, for asymmetric cuts, where the resulting stresses on both cut surfaces are averaged, the cutting induced artefacts may not produce antisymmetric features in the stress results if both cut parts have different stiffnesses. Hence cutting induced errors will not cancel out when stresses on mating cut surfaces are averaged and will propagate in the final measurement results.

**6.2 Conclusions**

The contour method is a powerful way of measuring a 2D map of residual stress in a body at lower cost than alternative methods such as neutron diffraction. However, two of the main limitations of the technique were that the cut needs to be done along a symmetry plane of the sample, and the contour results are prone to plasticity induced errors when measuring stresses close to the yield strength of the material.

The limitation related to symmetry of contour cuts was addressed in chapter 3. A main finding of this chapter was that the measured displacements on each cut surface can be used to back calculate stresses on the corresponding surface without averaging. Then averaging the back calculated stresses from both mating cut surfaces gives the correct stress along the cut plane prior to the cut. This new approach was successfully demonstrated numerically using finite element simulations of the whole contour method. Also, experimental contour measurements were successfully done at asymmetric locations on laser welded thin plates and the results compared very favourably with FE simulation and neutron diffraction measurements. This chapter concluded that the contour residual stress measurement method can be applied at any
random location on the specimen by using the proposed data analysis approach dealing with asymmetric contour cuts.

Chapter 4 was concerned with the case where an asymmetric cut is done on the TG6 plate that has a more general tri-axial residual stress field. Numerical simulations of the contour method on the TG6 plate were conducted and the new data analysis approach was used to back calculate the residual stress acting out of the cut plane. However, the back calculated residual stress did not perfectly match with the original stress prior to cutting. An averaged root mean square (RMS) error was calculated and normalized using the range of the original stress. This error was found equal to 4.3%. Interestingly, when the in-plane displacements extracted from the cut surfaces were used in addition to the out-of-plane displacements the back calculated stresses perfectly matched the original stress prior to the cut. Various potential sources of the difference between the original and back calculated stresses were explored and a conjecture highlighting the contribution of in-plane stress relaxation to error in the contour method was proposed.

The other main limitation of the contour method that is plasticity induced error when measuring stress levels comparable to the yield strength of the material was dealt with in chapter 6. The main outcome was that relaxing incrementally the residual stress at a location of interest using a series of intermediate cuts can help to mitigate plasticity induced error in the contour measurement results. This led to the development of a novel approach named the ‘incremental contour method’. Similar, to the proposed asymmetric contour method, the application of the incremental contour method was demonstrated both numerically and experimentally for a welded benchmark test specimen. A reasonable correlation was obtained between the experimental incremental contour stress measurement results, FE prediction and neutron diffraction measurements.

**6.3 Ideas of future work**

Like any other research, the present work could not cover all topics of interest over the course of this study and further interesting thoughts and topics arose that are worth investigating for future work.

Suggestions for future work include investigating the effects of in-plane stress, clamping, cutting induced artefacts, geometry of the FE model for stress back-calculation step and pilot holes in the contour method.
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The effect of in-plane stress

The asymmetric contour method was successfully implemented on thin laser welded plates. However, when the proposed data analysis approach was conducted on a more general case, there observed some differences between the contour method results and the original residual stresses.

The presented theoretical considerations showed that the proposed data analysis approach for asymmetric contour cuts should give the correct residual stresses prior to the cut. It is believed that the differences between the contour method results and the original residual stresses may be caused mainly by the in-plane stress as detailed in chapter 4 and in the proposed conjecture in that chapter. The effect of in-plane stress could be explored analytically. Further investigation needs to be done to determine the significance of this effect on the contour method measurements.

The effect of clamping

The contour method is also sensitive to the clamping configuration of the specimen during the cutting step. Practitioners of the contour method recommend symmetric clamping of the sample during the cutting step for the conventional contour method where symmetric cuts are performed. Asymmetric clamping of the cut parts results in asymmetry features in the measured out of plane displacements on the cut parts. If the level of introduced asymmetry is significant it could cause error in the back calculated stresses. Besides symmetric and rigid clamping is recommended to help reducing the risk of plasticity cutting induced errors [61]. Exploring more closely the effect of an asymmetric clamping configuration for asymmetric contour cut seems to be an interesting idea of future work.

The effect of cutting induced artefacts

The conventional contour method requires averaging the displacements from both cut surfaces. Hence this cancels out any anti-symmetric feature such as cutting artefacts. However, this cannot be done for the case of asymmetric cuts. In fact, both cut parts have different stiffnesses and this may prevent anti-symmetric features between the cut surfaces. Investigating the effect of anti-symmetric features such a crooked cut artefact in asymmetric contour cuts can be an interesting future work.
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*The effect of the geometry of the FE model for stress back-calculation step of the contour method*

In chapter 6, the incremental contour method was implemented on TG6 sample. TG6 was manufactured by making a slot of 11 mm wide and 76 mm long on the top face and 6 mm wide and 58 mm long at its bottom [112]. Then the slot was filled with three superimposed weld beads. Significant butterfly distortion of the sample was evident as a result of the welding process. One of the contributing factors to the differences observed between the measured contour stresses and neutron diffraction stresses was attributed to the distorted geometry of the sample. The back calculation of stresses involves creating an FE model of the cut part and performing an elastic stress analysis. The common practice is to use the measured perimeter of the cut surface and extrude the perimeter in the direction normal to the cut surface to create an FE model of the cut part. However, in welded structures, similar to the TG6 plate, the sample is distorted and the geometry of the cut part is not always uniform in the direction normal to the cut surface. Hence generating an FE model based on the perimeter of the cut surface does not create a true representation of the geometry of the actual cut part. This, depending on the distortion of the sample, could introduce errors in the contour method results.

Therefore, it is suggested for future work to investigate the effect of creating a more accurate FE model that represents the true geometry of the cut parts on the back calculated stresses. One idea is to 3D scan the cut part and use it as a STEP file to generate the FE model for the back-calculation step of the contour method.

*The effect of pilot holes in the contour method*

The use of pilot holes during the contour cut can introduce errors in the back-calculation step if the stresses retained within the ligaments are not negligible with regards to the range of the measured stress at the cut plane. Further investigations would help to assess the errors introduced when using pilot holes through finite element sensitivity studies.
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